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Brandon W. Koch, Ph.D.

Western Michigan University, 2020

As county administrators seek new revenue streams, casino gaming becomes a valuable
local revenue production mechanism. Recently, Pennsylvania has been vastly successful with
developing a conunercial casino market. The American Gaming Association in 2017 found that
Pennsylvania has the largest sole commercial casino industry and highest effective tax rate in the
United States. The case study of the Pennsylvania gaming industry is utilized to investigate
plannable casino born factor impacts on county revenue. State and local regulations dictate the
method and location (plannable factors) of permitted casino gaming via quotas and licensure.
Casino born factors created as a result of implementing casino gaming (e.g. revenue agreements,
hosting/bordering proximity, size, or physical location demographics) are tested in conjunction
with traditional economic factors of per capita income and job sector growth rates to test the
impact on total county revenue. The Pennsylvania case is examined using annual data from
1999-2017 to investigate the effects of 13 casinos on county economies.
The statistical model, hierarchal regression, used by this study allows casino born factors
to be selectively added to the model which helped to isolate the impact of each variable grouping
(style, size, distance) on revenue. The studied population starts broad by including all counties in

the first two regressions, then narrows to focus on casino impact on only casino hosting county
revenues. All regressions included the traditional economic variables. The impact of job rates
was found to have mixed impact and significance on county revenues throughout the regression.
Some jobs such as retail provided more positive revenue impacts, while others like construction
did not. Per capita income had the most significant positive impact out of all the traditional
variables, but the true focus of the work was on the impact of casino born factors on county
revenues.
The first impact factors added to the regression measured whether physically being
around a casino (hosting/bordering) is more important for revenue production, or, if a revenue
sharing agreement is more valuable. The research generally indicates that revenue sharing
agreements increase county revenues as does hosting a casino. The impact of bordering a casino
hosting county on revenues was negative and consistent throughout the model. The size of a
casino (measured by gross terminal revenues and/or the number of employees) was added to the
regression model and counterintuitive results were found. Against expectations, the size of the
casino, regardless of measurement style employed by this study, does not significantly impact
revenue on a county level. The last regression introduced casino born location-based variables
including the distance from a casino to the next nearest in and out of state population center and
casino. Data results indicated that county revenues increased if a casino is placed closer to a state
border, or, close to out of state population centers and away from other casinos and in-state
population centers. The research provides insight to administrators contemplating the
implementation of casino gaming as a local revenue generating mechanism by providing case
research on economic stream style, size, and location impact.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose
As administrators seek new revenue streams, casino gaming becomes a valuable revenue
gathering mechanism to explore. The American Gaming Association in 2017 noted that
Pennsylvania has the largest sole commercial casino industry and highest effective casino tax
rate in the United States. Moreover, casino gaming tax revenue is the largest sin tax collected in
Pennsylvania. Not all casino markets are identical as there are multiple factors (size, location,
etc.) that impact the productivity of a casino market. A vein of research exists on the topic and
finds that "the impacts of [casino] gambling can vary considerably between jurisdictions as
impacts are strongly mediated by the ...magnitude of the change in [casino] gambling
availability . . .whether patrons and revenues are locally derived or come from outside the [casino]
jurisdiction ... the extent of [casino] gambling opportunities in neighboring jurisdictions ...and
how [casino] gambling revenue is ultimately distributed'' (Williams, Rehm and Stevens 2011 , 9).
The casino impact factors noted by Williams et. al. (201 I) are explored in an attempt to
understand how certain casino factors affect county revenues.
This research breaks down and adds casino factor variables to an equation which
measures the impact of variables on county revenue. The first set of factors identify that not all
counties interact intra-financially the same with casinos. Some Pennsylvania counties received
local tax share revenues up to $13,000,000 in 2017 via a Local Share Assessment tax stmcture
(LSA) which is based off the amount of Gross Tenninal Revenue (GTR) or net gaming profit the
1

casino collects from patrons (DCED 2017). In other cases, counties did not receive revenue from
sharing agreements and are reliant on indirect economic spinoff from casino gaming. Each of
these variables are plannable and thus offer the ability to research which, if any, revenue stream
style is most ideal for local revenue production. Other hypothesized casino factor variations such
as the size of the casino impacting county revenues is explored to see if the magnitude of casino
gaming (measured by the gross terminal revenues (USD) and the number of casino employees)
impacts revenue. Lastly, the study examines if the location of the casino has an impact on county
revenues by measuring the impact of distances to in and of-state casinos, population centers, and
state boundaries.
In regard to known revenue literature focusing on casino impact, literature tends to lean
favorably to casinos positively affecting revenue, however absent is a clear vein specifically
investigating the casino born impact factors of size, economic stream type, and distance in any
facet (Williams, Rehm and Stevens 2011 ). This work investigates the Pennsylvania gaming
market to answer the research question: "Do casino born factors affect economic conditions at
the county level?''. First however, the economic importance of casino gaming is highlighted via
summary discussion on the known economic impact of casinos on the dependent and
independent economic variables employed by this study (Revenue, Income, and Employment).
County revenue is the dependent Y variable affected by the independent variables which are
casino born factor variables and traditional impact variables (X, X, ,.. ).

2

Revenue

The economic p1inciple of revenue scarcity in the public sector has led states such as
Pennsylvania to expand casino gaming as a tax revenue mechanism (Econornopoulos and Luxem
2015). Literature generally indicates that individual towns can expect tens of millions in revenue
from the adoption of casino gaming (Ackerman 1997), with large metropolitans raking in
hundreds of millions (Andersen 1997). Of 39 published casino impact studies on government
revenue examined by Williams et al (2011 ), a total of 33 articles were classified as increasing the
government revenues, whereas 4 found no impact, and, 2 found casinos decreased government
revenues (Williams, Rehm and Stevens 2011, 32). Studies that found negative revenue impacts
caused by casinos focused on Indian casino gaming located on tribal land which has a separate
collection and distribution method than traditional brick and mortar commercial casinos, a topic
outside the purview of this research (Popp and Stehwien 2002, Anders, Siegel and Yacoub
1998). Yearly economic data on county revenue is collected via County Annual Financial
Reports and utilized as the dependent variable. Research finds that positive revenue impacts
occur at the state (Alvarez-Martinez and Lahr 20 I 6, Srinivasan and Lambert 2017, Ozurumba
and Kirn 2009, French and Stanley 2004) and the county levels (d' Hauteserre 1998, Ackerman
1997, Cartee and Gordon 1997, Clynch and Riverbark 1999). Thus, as a culmination of the
existing research suggests, we expect casinos to positively affect county revenue. There is no
research directly interested in the casino impact factors of size, stream style, or distance to a
geographic border, population center, or casino in tenns of the economic variable of county
revenue. This research looks to fill this gap.

3

Per Capita Income

Per capita income is used as an independent variable affecting county revenues (Fisher
2016), however holds future value as factor impacted by casinos. The impact of casinos on per
capita income follows similar suit to casino impact on revenue literature in that the literature
finds personal income as being positively affected by casinos (Williams et. al. 2011 ). Williams et
al.(2011) finds that literature from 1990 througl12011 is about 90% positive where 9 out of the
12 articles are positive with only 2 showing no impact and I finding negative results (p.32). At
the state level per capita income is found to be positively affected by casinos (Walker and
Jackson 2007, Cartee and Gordon 1997, Conner and Taggart, 2009). This economic vein is
included as existing research is focused on the county level similar to this research and finds
casino hosting "counties see real per capita income increase in the range of $680- $920"
compared to non~casino counties using annual data (Geisler and Nichols 2015, 121 ). Similar to
the state level, literature at the local and county level generally finds that casinos impact on per
capita income is positive (Cotti 2008, Geisler and Nichols 2015, Ha and Ullmer 2007).
Conversely, Monchuk (2007) finds that casinos negatively affect per capita income, however, the
impact is short term and a null impact is found in longevity. The results of Monchuk (2007) are
confined to riverboat gaming, a similar gaming vein albeit with different tax rate/base and no
riverboat casinos being located in Pennsylvania This study gathers and utilizes per capita income
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis and uses the data to represent an independent factor
affecting county revenues. While not the central foci of this work, it is important to note that
similar to county revenues, there is no research directly focusing on the casino born factors of
size, stream style, and distance to the border in terms of the economic variable of per capita
income.
4

Employment

Employment is an independent variable that impacts government revenues (Fisher 2016)
and similar to per capita income, employment generally has been found to be positively affected
by casinos as detailed by Williams et al (2011 ). Williams et al (201 1) examines a total of 49
studies from I 990-2011 focusing on casino impact on employment. Of the 49 studies on the
employment topic, 39 of them were classified as increasing employment, 10 were classified as
not having an impact and none decreased employment (Williams 2011 p. 32). The plurality
finding follows more current literature which finds positive effects at the state (Philander,
Bernhard, et al. 2015) and local levels (Lim and Zhang 2016) regarding casinos and
employment. Evans and Topoleski (2003) find a 26% increase in employment and a gross
increase in the number ofjobs available. This positive finding falls in line with Andersen (1997)
who examined Southern U.S. cities where commercial casinos were present and found a positive
increase in employment. Research that found a null result in regard to casino impact on
employment generally identified these circumstances to occur when casinos were added in areas
with existing casinos in Canada (Humphreys and Marchand 20 I 3). Similar to the sovereign
nation claim and differing tax structure of Indian casinos, this work does not interest itself in
foreign nation findings in Canada. Economic data for job sector changes in the manufacturing,
retail , and construction industries are collected from the Pennsylvania Bureau of Economic
Analysis and are used to represent the independent variables affecting county revenue. While this
work solely focuses on the impact on county revenues, it is valuable to add there is no research
focusing on casino born factors of size, stream style and distance to the border in terms of the
economic variable of employment as well. Casino born factors are discussed in brevity next with
full ctiscussions occurring the future chapters.
5

Size

There is little research into the independent casino born impact factor of size which looks
to measure the magnitude of casino gaming, despite Williams et. al. (201 I) stating that "casino
gambling can vary considerably in size" (p. 40). The variation in casino size as a casino born
economic factor is under researched with authors such as Falls and Thompson (2014) identifying
Grinols and Mustards ' (200 I) plea for a measure of either "gross revenue or profit, but
indicat[ing] that such data was not available" (124). Falls and Thompson (2014) measure size in
tern1s of monetary revenue in their research and found that as revenue per person increased so
did the impacts in a social sense (e.g. Crime). The social topic of Falls and Thompson (20 14) is
outside the scope of this research, but their size finding is worth testing in other economic
contexts. This research looks to partially fill the literature gap in an economic sense via
identifying and gathering revenue data (GTR/LSA) from the Pennsylvania Gaming Control
Board to test GTR impact on the county revenue measured via County Annual Financial Reports
data (2002-2017). Existing literature on the topic of size as a casino born factor measures the
factor a variety of other ways besides GTR (Wardle, et al. 2013, Lim and Zhang 2016).
Size, measured by the gross number of machines, has been researched in a more socioeconomic setting where more machines increased economic income depravation in Europe
(Wardle, et al. 2013). Other research examines size in a context of competition among casinos
where size is measured by the number of casinos one state had butting up against another state
border (Economopoulos and Luxem 2015). Size measured in this context was found to be
negative to revenues whereas more machines on one side decreased gaming revenues on the
other (Economopoulos and Luxem (2015). Measuring size in Wardle, et al's (2013) and
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Economopoulos and Luxem (2015) context is not used in this research as the GTR and following
human measure best encapsulates the essence of size in a wholistic economic context. Current
literature measures the size of a casino in human capital (casino employees) on county level data
similar to this study (Lim and Zhang 2016). The number of casino employees per location is
available on a yearly increment from the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board (2006-2017).
When size is measured in Lim and Zhangs' (2016) human context, economic impact, measured
by percent job change in this case, increased with size at the county level (Lim and Zhang 2016).
Literature discussed here and later leads this research to hypothesize a positive impact when size
is increased via GTR and number of employees on county revenue. The concept of direct and
indirect revenue impact is discussed next where fiscal and physical differences are explored.

Physical or Fiscal Stream
Indirect Fiscal Impact.

Literature is consistent in utilizing a measurement which captures the essence of the
"haves/have not's" of casino gaming as a casino born impact factor (Hicks 2014, Cotti 2008).
Studies use an independent dummy variable (0, 1) to capture whether a casino exists in the
economy similar to this study (Cotti 2008). Existing research in the indirect stream (economic
impact by proxy) identifies a dichotomy between casino host entities and bordering entities at the
county level (Hicks 2014). Measurements completed in this maimer are inherently indirect
economically as it simply measures the mere presence of a casino in the economy, or near the
economy, via physical location (Cotti 2008). When testing the physical effect of casinos, by
measuring economic impact based in part on physically hosting or bordering a casino, Cotti
(2008) found positive economic results in terms of jobs at the county level. Hicks (2014) also
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finds results consistent with Cotti (2008) where the physical hosting or borde1ing of a casino
location caused positive economic impact in terms of incomes. The existing literature leads to a
positive impact being hypothesized between indirect economic impact (hosting/bordering) and
county economies. While positive economic spillover effects or indirect effects are found in the
literature, the next sections literature is near barren when one follows the direct fiscal effects
measured by locally taxed gaming revenue (LSA).

Direct Fiscal Impact.
Direct fiscal impact is examined as a separate independent casino born factor as financial
impact is most likely to be witnessed through receipt of monies (LSA is a direct local tax based
on the counties local casino GTR). LSA data is available via the Pennsylvania Department of
Community and Economic Development (DCED) which mandates self-reporting if an entity
receives LSA. All counties that host casinos received LSA in Pennsylvania (N= I I). There are
also select counties that border and receive LSA (N=20) and counties that border but do not
receive funds and those that neither border nor receive LSA (N=36). As revenue is reported to
the DCED, the entities can be statistically differentiated from those that did not receive LSA (see
appendix A. "LSA Counties" for a full breakdown of Pennsylvania counties). There is no known
research that uses or measures LSA as a casino born economic impact factor identifying the
presence of a casino in the economy. This research follows Cotti (2008) who found a "has/has
not" variable measuring casino gaming occurring useful as it enables an economic impact by
proxy to occur, a methodology employed by this research and others (Hick 2014 ). This research
expects that an independent variable which measures a more direct economic stream which
encapsulates all hosting and fiscally affected bordering counties, via a direct fiscal injection into
the local economy, will also alert to any impact on the economic conditions at the county level as
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a hosting/border variable did for Hicks (2014) and Cotti (2008). Historically research finds, and
leads our research to expect, that economic impact occurs at a physical level, and economically
are positive in terms of our dependent and independent economic variables (Cotti 2008, Hicks
2014, Lim and Zhang 2016). The unique economic relationship of fiscal and physical casino
presence as a casino born factor can be further narrowed down and defined especially where
other instances of fiscal exclusion occur as a result of physical (geographic) location.

Catchments and Spatial Distance

When examining casino impact through a born factor lens, physical location as casino
born factor can be better explored via a discussion in spatial terms as the literature has trended
(Hicks 2014, Markham, Doran and Young 2014). This research, in a high and general sense,
looks to confinn existing literature findings that "all casino impacts are spatially patterned"
including economic impacts (Markham, Doran and Young 2014, 60). Researchers such as Cotti
(2008) and Hicks (20 I 4) provide first light into this spatial vein where a host/border dichotomy
is used to investigate the spatial economic impact, measured via job growth and per capita
income. When casino impact is measured in host/border terms, and in a Midwest riverboat
context, Hicks (2014) indicated that physically hosting a casino often led to greater economic
impact (income), but bordering locations also were positively impacted with mixed significance
(Hicks 2014). Hicks (2014) calls for the presence of casinos to be stud ied in an economic
di stribution context, a research vein common to and filled by this research (p 13 ). Markham et al
(2014) delve into this distribution vein via studying spatial catchments of casinos and asking,
"can casinos be categorized with respect to their spatial catchment characteristics" (p 63)?
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The catchments of Australian casinos were singled out by Markham et. al. (2014) as an
impact factor and classed in the context of describing patronage. First recognized (via selfidentification surveys) was a class of casinos where a "localized catchment" model reigned
supreme and revenue came nearly wholly from the immediately surrounding populations
(Markham, Doran and Young 2014). A second class of casinos was identified where the ''casinos
had larger regional catchments that were more extensive but still mostly contained within the
state they were located within" (Markham, Doran and Young 2014). Lastly, a "third group of
casinos had catchments that extended beyond the boundaries of the states they were located in
and were predicted to draw a substantial quantity of patrons from surrounding states" (Markham,
Doran and Young 2014). This research is interested in examining the differences in the casino
born factor of spatial catchments as there is a "disjunction" between catchment areas which
intensifies "when gamblers cross the jurisdictional borders where the collection of gambling tax
revenues" is located (Markham, Doran and Young 2014).
This disjunction phenomenon is not unique to the national level and can be deescalated in
magnitude as Pennsylvania does not share economic casino revenues directly via LSA (or any
other direct measure) across traditional US state boundaries. Pennsylvania uses gambling license
quotas which distort the gaming market through regulating the entrance of gaming entities and
are a primary market intervention mechanism invoked by states to drive economic activity in
communities (Philander 2013). The quota mechanism to market regulation has occurred since the
inception oflegalized state gambling in the l 990's, where states have limited market entrance of
casinos "to create situations where providers of gambling services-or other economic
stakeholders- [are] able to capture significant amount of economic rents (Eadington 1999). This
research uses publicly available address data to create an independent variable that measures the
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distance between casino location and the state border. This research expects that the
centralization of economic rents can be furthered in situations where the state concentrates the
economic return, via a narrowing of the pool from which resources are returned or pulled from ,
to counties via exacerbating this catchment phenomenon (positive relation as distance to the
border decreases).
An area parallel to the distance to state border discussion which has not been researched

is the effect of casino distance to a population center (in or out of state) on the local economy.
This research uses publicly available address data to create an independent variable which
measures the distance from a casino to the next nearest in and out of state population center.
Research which measures the distance from a casino to another entity (population center,
individual, gaming facil ity) solely focus on the social impact of casinos which are researched in
the context of crime (Hakim and Buck 1989) or problem gambling (Sevigny, et al. 2008). Hakim
and Buck ( 1989) finds that as the distance from a casino to a population center (Atlantic City)
increased the crime rate decreases. Similarly, Sevigny, et al (2008) finds that as the distance from
a casino decreases to a potential patron, problem gambling increases. While this research does
not interest itself in the social impacts of casino gaming the literature sets up a foundation upon
which a literature gap may be filled. Minimal research leads this research to cautiously
hypothesize a positive relationship between distance to a population center and county revenues.
This research looks to expand the current literature on the topic of distance to include casino
distance to a population centers impact on county revenues.
While no literature directly researched the impact of casino distance to another casino as
an impact factor on the overall county revenue, literature does establish measuring the distance
between two casinos as a valid observation technique (Repetti and Jung 2014). This research
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uses publicly available address data in conjunction with Google Maps to create an independent
variable to measure the impact of casino distance to the next nearest in and out of state casino.
The existing research in this vein sheds light on the impact of casinos proximity to one another
as an impact factor on Atlantic City gross gaming volume finding casinos opened within
proximity of other casinos resulted in revenue declining or a negative impact (Repetti and Jung
2014). Other competition literature which examines the vein of casino proximity in miles is
Nesbit and Walker (2014) whom found that as competition (measured as a completing casino
within 100 miles) increased, gross terminal revenues from the casinos decreased. While neither
case examines the impact that distance between two casinos has on the total county revenue each
give merit to further investigating the impact distance plays in an economic model. This research
hypothesizes a negative relationship between proximity to another casino in miles and county
revenues.
Through illuminating the existing economic research on casino impact, the importance of
economic factors born from casinos becomes evident in the impact equation given the multiple
references in terms of; number of employees (Lim and Zhang (2016) and GTR (Falls and
Thompson (20 14) for measuring size; stream styles measurements of direct/LSA or
proxy/bordering (Hicks 2014, Cotti 2008) measurements; and lastly distance to populations
centers (Hakim and Buck 1989), other casinos (Nesbit and Walker, 2014), and borders in the
literature (Markham, Doran and Young 2014). This research is the first step in better organizing
the casino born variables discussed in multiple contexts into a single vein via a specific focus on
the casino born variables (size, stream type, distance) affecting county revenue.

12

Importance in Administration

The work has ties and repercussions to public administration and administrators in
multiple ways. The work relies on the Tiebout model for its underlying theory (Tiebout, 1956).
The Tiebout model presumes, similar to this work, that "mobile consumers enjoy freedom of
choice in public-good consumption, a freedom that is gained through choice of a community of
residence" (Brueckner 2000, 286). It is important to note however that the mobility of the public
is often limited (see Oates 1981) and therefore may negate impact of casinos. Population
migration is important because it impacts the economy. The idea of population migration is
"interrelated with economic health, since economic environments influence decisions to move to
or away from particular jurisdictions" (Shelly and Koven 1993, 243). The Tiebout model is
explored in partiality through county population shifts which measure voter preferences (Tiebout
1956, Brueckner 2000). This assumption follows Tiebout who "proposed a model whereby
consumer- voters' preferences for public goods were revealed through exit rather than voice"
(Boadway and Trembley 2012, 1063).
The repercussions for this work are that if a county offers a tax package that is
appealing/disagreeable to consumers(casinos), there will be a resulting shift in population in
counties up to Pareto efficiency (Oates 1981). Sen (1993) defined Pareto loosely as a state where
the wellbeing of one person can not be made any greater without an inverse effect on another
person where the freedom of the market drives the reactions. Taxes and services can push/pull an
individual to move residencies if too high or too poor (Tiebout 1956) Revenue maximization has
been a comer stone of those rallying for casino development as revenues can be increased by the
county pennitting an otherwise banned behavior (e.g. gaming) or establishment and subsequently
taxing said behavior or establishment (see Fischel, 2001 ). The tax revenues associated with the
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newly taxed behavior or establishment are passed on to the residents living in the county via
either goods and services or as a reduction in tax rates (D. Walker 2007, 16). The provision of
these "bonus" goods and services occur for residents in the county pennitting a taxed behavior or
establishment whether the individual partakes in the activity or not. The populace may then see
counties that offer this voluntary tax (casino gaming revenues) as part of their tax package as a
pull factor in that it's an artificial multiplier of the residing populaces' monies (Truitt 1993,
Huang, Humphreys and Zhou 2016).

Limitations

The primary limitation of this study is that it focuses only on Pennsylvania; therefore, it
may not be generalized to other states. We first focus on counties of a single state because of a
scale problem that exists on the topic at the state and national level. This is because, while
casinos can affect the lower levels of governments via revenues and economic benefit, their
impact is diminished once the economic scope is broadened to include larger tax bases afforded
to larger governments such as sales or income taxes. In many cases, the state economy is still too
large and complex for casinos to have a permeating impact on the economy thus this study
employs the county level (Wentz 2007). Focusing on the local level allows for fewer variables
to be included as statutory differences are limited, and cultural, as well as economic, conditions
are all relatively similar at this macro level.
The revenues drawn from the LSA tax may be affected by the expansion of the revenue
base in an unaccounted for means. The expansion of table games (around 2010) as a taxable
portion of LSA gaming activities are not separated as a year of economic interest. We instead use
the year that casino gaming activity first takes place in the county. As table game tax revenues
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generally are dwarfed by slot revenues, this variable was not immediately warranted and is a step
variable not employed nor segregated for testing purposes. A separation of casino gaming
revenue types may be warranted pending the initial casino gaming finding of this work.
An economic variable that included the size of a casinos non-gaming economic rent

capture would be helpful in providing a more holistic image of the casino economy as it would
include llve entertainment (shows and performances) as well as amenity use (conferences,
restaurants, shops). This literature simply examines only the GTR which is derived solely from
the casinos gaming business activities. The non-gaming economic rent capture variable is not
quantified separately as the revenues are not readily or publicly available.
While attempts have been made at a nationwide county level data analysis of casino
economic impact (Lim and Zhang 2016), none collect the data observed in this work on the
county level across the nation in terms of casino characteristics. The inconsistency of available
data hampers this effort given data scarcity. If casino data is later expanded and collected
unifom1ly on the county level across the nation, a county wide study including all counties in the
U.S could be completed. However, at this point the data is to diverse to collect and smooth.
Given that gaming is an activity that is uniquely controlled and taxed at the state level the
variations and reporting in the data are too cumbersome. A single state analysis completed with
county level data brings unifonnity to the tax collection as it is statutory set by an overarching
government branch in accordance with the Tax Uniformity Code in the state's constitution. The
work runs a common research risk of autocorrelation because economic shocks and shifts are not
able to be directly related to casinos alone. This is to say that there are more factors impacting
the local economy than simply a single actor or entity (e.g. casino). The work however isolates
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the effects of the casino on the economy as a percentage that can be explained by casino related
events shocks.
Specific demographic characteristics of the populace are not included in the study as a
variable, nor are social hanns. The work has a major limitation because there is not a
measurement of the number of visitors that are truly coming from outside the county areas to
partake in casino gaming. There is vast literature on the possible social hanns of casinos with
nearly no agreement on the topic (Walker and Barnett 1999, Walker 2007, Chang, Lai and Wang
2010, Grinols and Mustard 2001 , and Collins and Lapsley 2003). The social hann research
focuses on the externalities that stem from casino attendants "including compulsive addictions,
productivity loses and other pathologies, increased drug and alcohol abuse and the committing of
c1imes" (Chang, Lai and Wang 2010, 1060). A major issue with including social costs is that
" there is little agreement either o n how to define a cost or on how to measure it" which leads to
"the cost side of the equation" being "more difficult to deal with than the benefits side" (D .
Walker 2007, 623). Walker and Barnett ( 1999) find the study of social externalities on the topic
as fundamentally flawed as well. Externalities are difficult to define and are even harder to
isolate (Walker and Barnett 1999). The comparison of both social costs and economic benefit in
a study is as Douglas and Barnett (1999) state ''adding apples to oranges" leading to a
"meaningless number" (191 ). This work therefore only focuses on the economic side of the
topic.
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Organization

This study is organized into 6 chapters. Chapter 2, " Overview of Pennsyl vania Casino
Gaming'' defines the Pennsylvania statutes which evolved from no casino gaming in 2007 to a
plethora of casino gaming occurring in 2018. The chapter moves forward to sections which build
the rationale for case selection via a discussion into the known fiscal and economic impacts of
casinos in Pennsylvania. The chapter then discusses casinos in Pennsylvania in terms of the
legislative placement of casinos which leads to Chapter 3 which examines economic literature
focusing on casino impact.
Chapter 3, "Review of the Literature'' first explains externality theory and its relation to
the economic variables in the casino context. Next, literature on the relationship between casinos
and fiscal issues is explored. Literature on the relationship between casinos and economic issues
are discussed and include subsections on applicable literature on, stream style (fiscal, physical),
size (GTR and employees), and distance to the state border effects in regards to the economic
factors examined ( county revenue, job sector changes, and per capita income). The absence of
casino born factors is highlighted through discussions into the traditional economic variable
literature. The absence of a cohesive economic study focusing on casino stream type, size, and
location in the economic discussion is further fleshed out in subsequent Chapter 4.
Chapter 4, "Research Design Methods", presents models and explains the research
question and associated hypothesis which guide this study. The economic variables are first
operationalized in existing literature. Definitions for each casino born variable used in the study
are established using existing literature. Resulting from the operationalizing and the knowledge
base set forth in the literature review, Hypothesis are culminated and enumerated in each
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subsection relevant to the casino born variable being examined in the context of the economic
variables. The chapter presents and links established methodologies on the topic to the
regression-based methodology of this work. The regression equation is juxtaposed to the
established literature and variables are fm1her operationalized in an equational sense. Lastly, the
methods shed light on the expectations of Chapter 5 "Analysis and Findings".
Chapter 5, "Analysis and Findings" examines the found impacts of casino born impact
factors effects on the economic/fiscal variables at the county level. The findings reveal that
generally casinos have a negative impact on county economies especially in tenns of hosting and
bordering. Each variable combination of significance is discussed followed by those found to be
null impactful and lastly any outliers of the study. The analysis and findings will assist in
establishing a conclusion on the overall research questions of; Do casino born impact factors
affect economic conditions at the county level. This sets the tone for Chapter 6 "Conclusion".
Chapter 6, "Conclusion" summarizes and relates all information presented in the previous
chapter to the studies primary research question and hypotheses. Rather than talking specifics,
this section discusses the results of the analysis in a more general sense relating and situating the
casino findings in the established literature. The chapter is broken down by casino born impact
topic and each of the variables are discussed in terms of the impact found on county revenue.
The subsecti ons in the chapter include a discussion on best practices implementing casino
gaming for the local administrator and ideas for future research.
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CHAPTER II

OVERVIEW OF GAMING EXPANSION AND THE PENNSYLVANIA CASE

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of casino style gaming on
Pennsylvania county revenue. The chapter begins by providing a descriptive snapshot of the
casino industry in Pennsylvania. The chapter then discusses the legislative expansions of gaming
to include the rate and base of the local share assessment (LSA) beginning with Act 71 of 2004
which introduced casino style gaming into the state and local economies in Pennsylvania. The
chapter quickly moves through the expansion of table games via Act 1 of 2010 to discuss the
most current law Act 42 of 2017 which expanded the tax base of gaming again. The chapter then
discusses the materiality of the casino style gaming tax revenues in Pennsylvania in relation to
other sin tax revenues such as alcohol and cigarettes taxes in the state. Lastly, the casino
licensure and quota system of Pennsylvania is examined with a discussion on casino locations
which leads to the next Chapter ''Literature Review".

Category, Class Structures and Tax Models

Casinos are split into 4 categories legislatively in Pennsylvania, but as discussed, types
are not a researched variable in this study. The infonnation does add more to the case for
studying Pennsylvania given more diversity than most other state markets. Figure 1 below, from
the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board, visualizes the placement of Pennsylvania casinos with
county lines drawn.
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7. ~·fount Airy Casino and Resort
8. ~'lobegan Casino at Pocono Downs
9. Presque Isle Downs and Casino
10. RiYers Casino
11. The ::\fedows Casino and Racetrack
12 Lady Luck Casino and Resort

1. Hollywood Casino At Penn 1'ational
2. Valley Forge Casino and Resort
3. Harrahs Philadelphia Casino
4.Sugar Bouse Casino
5. Parx Casino
6. Sands Casino

Figure 1. Casino Locations in Pennsylvania
Category l licensed facilities are "racinos" or casinos that work in conjunction with a
thoroughbred or harness racetrack. There are 6 casinos in Pennsylvania that include horse racing.
These racinos have a horse icon in Figure 1. As the Figure indicates there is one racino in each
comer of the state with one offset in the middle of the state. The locations are within 20 miles
proximity to population centers in the state such as Philadelphia, Poconos, Erie, as well as
serving the greater state capital and Pittsburgh regions. Category 2 licensed facilities are
standalone casinos where casino gaming is the primary purpose of visit and there a minimal or
no out-side attractions. Standalone casinos are represented by a home like icon on Figure 1
Casino Locations in Pennsylvania above. There are 3 standalone casinos in Pennsylvania as of
20

2019. These standalone casinos are located centrally in cities such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
and Allentown. A category 3 licensed facility is a resort style casino which has other businesses
tied to the casino such as spa's, golf, as well as, conference and hotel accommodations.
Specifically, a category 3 casino must have no fewer than 275 guest rooms and have substantial
year-round recreational guest amenities (Act 71 of 2004). There are 3 resort/destination style
casino options in Pennsylvania. Destination or resort style is identified with a black dot and are
located just outside major population centers of Philadelphia, South of Pittsburgh, and in the
Pocono's. Lastly, category 4 casino facilities are considered mini or satellite casinos. These mini
casinos have far fewer gaming options than category I, 2, or 3, casinos and are meant to mesh
with the local economy rather than drive it. No category 4 casinos currently exist in the state
however license bids are currently being held as of July 2019. Pennsylvania has a total of 12
casinos, and, all are included in this study.
While regulations only identify 4 types of casinos, there are 8 different county classes
under which the casinos could be taxed. These 8 classes are used by the legislature to
differentiate casinos for LSA tax purposes. In addition to the type of casino being part of the
taxation formula, the county class structure is also a way in which the legislature differentiates
casinos for tax purposes. The county class system in Pennsylvania is population based, but as
discussed population as a variable is not directly researched by this work. There are 8 total
classes of counties in Pennsylvania. The first three classes are discussed because LSA tax
revenues only vary over these three levels whereas counties in classes 4-8 are unifonnly taxed. A
county of the first class (population of 1,500,000 or more) is by default the largest county,
Philadelphia County and is home to (#4) Sugar House casino in figure (#4) above. There is also
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only one county of the second class (population of 800,00-1,499,999) which is Allegheny
County the home of the City of Pittsburgh and (#10) Rivers Casino in Figure 1.
Immediately surrounding these two large cities are counties of the second class sub
category AA (population of 500,000-799,999) which include Montgomery, Bucks, and Delaware
counties and host (#2) Valley Forge, (#5) Parx, and (#3) Harrahs respectively in Figure l above.
Counties of the third class (population of 210,000-499 ,999), include Berks, Chester,
Cumberland, (# 1) Dauphin, (#9) Erie, (#8) Lackawanna, Lancaster, Lehigh, Luzerne, (#6)
Northampton, Westmoreland, and York counties. Third class counties generally have
populations higher than the surrounding counties and are generally located around a few counties
away from major population counties such as Philadelphia. The casino hosting counties of (#7)
Monroe, (#12) Fayette, and (#11) Washington counties all fall in county classes 4 due to more
minor populations. There are currently no casinos in Pennsylvania that are located in counties
classed 5-8 (very small population counties). Table 1 Casinos, Locations, and County Class
below identifies the casino name, location, population of hosting county and the county class for
reference of casino hosting counties. A full list with all counties is detailed in the appendix for
the readers' reference. Familiarity with t11e aforementioned categories and classes is paramount
to understanding the local share assessment tax (LSA) distribution discussed next.
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Table 1. Casinos, Locations, and County Class
Casino Name

Location

Population*

County Class

Hollywood Casino

Dauphin

268, 100

3rd

Valley Forge Casino

Montgomery

799,874

2nd AA

Harrahs Philadelphia Casino

Delaware

558,979

2nd AA

Sugar House Casino

Philadelphia

1,526,006

pt

Parx Casino

Bucks

625,249

2nd AA

Sands Casino

Northampton

297,735

3rd

Mount Airy Casino

Monroe

169,842

4th

Mohegan Sun at Pocono Downs

Luzem

214,437

3rd

Presque Isle Downs and Casino

Erie

280,566

3rd

Rivers Casino

A11egheny County

1,223,348

2nd

The Meadows Casino and Racetrack

Washington

207,820

4th

Lady Luck Casino and Resort

Fayette

136,606

4th

*20 IO Census
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Pennsylvania Statutes

Pennsylvania passed three major pieces of casino gaming centered legislation over the
last 15 years. Expansion of casino gaming first occurred in 2004 with slot machines being
introduced to existing horse race tracks. Slot style casino gaming was then further expanded to
include table games in 2010 along with standalone casinos. Most recently, casino gaming
legislation was overhauled in 2018 to allow for a greater breadth of gaming options in both fonn
and number of casinos. Each piece oflegislation and its implications is discussed in more detail
next.

Act 71 of 2004 Summary

The act that allowed casino style gaming via slot machines into Pennsylvania economy
was Act 71 of 2004. Prior to this Act, all casino style gaming was illegal in Pennsylvania. Four
of the statutory purposes of Act 71 of 2004, were to:
I.) provide a significant source of new revenue to the Commonwealth to support property tax
relief, wage tax reduction, economic development opportunities and similar initiatives"; to 2.)
"provide broad economic opportunities"; 3.) ''futiher the tourism market, and, take into account
the 4.) "public interest of the citizens of this Commonwealth and the societal effect of gaming.
(Act 71 of 2004)
Act 71 assessed at the state level a 34% tax on gross tenninal revenues (GTR) from slot
machine revenues one of the highest at the time and high for today's standards (see Table 3 State
Casino Tax Ranking). Only slot machines were legalized by Act 7 1. Of interest to this work, the
act also established a local share assessment tax rate at the local level payable to counties and
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municipalities quarterly. A full text legislative description of LSA is provided in the Appendix
"Local Share Assessment Tax as Defined by Act 71 of 2017". Next, LSA is loosely defined in
percentage terms followed by the identification of the flow of LSA gaming tax revenues for a
visual overture.
The flow ofrevenue involved in the collection and distribution of LSA is detailed in
Figure 2 below.

GTR

Tan s (36%)

State Ga rue F uud

~
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~ Stat• Gamiug

Tn

State General Fund
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.·::·::.··...
......
~

34%
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..

~

Hone Racing
Fuud

01ber Fuod~

Quarterly LS.-1.

!\l] LSA

Hosting Count)·

Figure 2. LSA Casino Revenue Flow
First revenue is collected from outside the casino (patrons) as the casino cannot generate
economic activity in and of itself. Gross Tetminal Revenue (GTR) (casino equivalent to profit) is
then taxed by the government at a rate of 36% (34% State and 2% LSA). This taxabon method is
commonplace in most literature as well finding "casinos are typically taxed either on the
turnover of money gambled or by annual taxes on their fixed costs (or both)" (Benar and Jenkins
2008, 65). Each casino pays the same rate, but the base is different based on their GTR. Both
State and LSA tax revenue is collected by the state and is pooled into the State Gaming Fund.
Each casinos' LSA tax revenues are kept fiscally separate from state tax revenues and other
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casino LSA revenues. To be clearer, County A hosting Casino A will only receive LSA pursuant
to the GTR collected from hosted Casino A County B hosting Casino B will only receive LSA
pursuant to the GTR collected from hosted Casino B and so on. The LSA funds are then
dispersed back to the respective hosting county quarterly to be used in a mam1er consistent with
economic and community development.
Act 71 delineated the taxable gross gaming revenues from solely slots in the following
manner: Philadelphia County (Class 1 County) received 4% of the GTR collected from the Local
Share Assessment (LSA) tax from the slot revenues; Allegheny County (Class 2) received 2% of
the GTR via the LSA. Counties of the Class 2AA and Counties of the 3 rd class split the 2% of
GTR where I% goes to the county and 1% goes to municipal grants within or surrounding the
hosting county. Most 2AA and 3rd Class counties have created a county financial authority
charged with overseeing the distribution of funds to municipalities (Such as Northampton
County). Other are statutorily mandated to maintain a separate account for the Local Share
Assessment funds. Counties of the 4 th-8 th class, and all other Counties, each receive 2% of the
GTR collected via the LSA tax. Table 2 below identifies the casino category and the county class
along with the associated tax rate from Act 71 of 2004.
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Table 2. Pennsylvania Casino Type Tax Rate

Casino
Category

County
Class 1
Tax Rate

County
Class 2
Tax Rate

County Class
2AA
Tax Rate

Tax Rate

County Class
4-8
Tax Rate

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Category 1
(Racino)

4% County

2% County

1% County
1o/o Municipal
Grants

1% County
1o/o Municipal
Grants

2% County

Category 2
(Stand- alone)

4% County

2% County

1% County
I% Municipal
Grants

1% County
1% Municipal
Grants

2% County

Category 3
(Resort)

4% County

2% County

5% County
Grants
2% Host
County
2% Host
Municipal

1% County
I% Municipal
Grants
5% County
Grants
2% Host
County
2% Host
Municipal

2% County

5% County
Grants
2%Host
County
2% Host
Municipal
*Added by Act 42 of2017

1% County
1% Municipal
Grants
5% County
Grants
2% Host
County
2% Host
Municipal

Category 4*
(Mini)
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County Class
3

5% County
Grants
2% Host
County
2% Host
Municipal

The original 2007 revenue projections given by the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board
called for $501.5 million in tax revenues to be collected (T. P. Board, 2006 Annual Report
2007). Casinos vastly out preformed the initial projections in Pennsylvania raking in over double
the tax revenue at $1 .14 billion in the first full year of operation (T. P. Board 2008). Due to the
outperfonnance, casino style gaming as a result of Act 71 of 2004 was further expanded by the
Pennsylvania legislature which increased the tax base by allowing table games via Act l of 2010.

Act I of 2010
Act I allowed for table games to be part of the entertainment offered by casinos partially
to match nearby competing casino offe1ings. The Act kept the tax base and rate the same for slot
machines, however, it expanded the base to include table games which were then taxed at a much
lower rate of 14% of GTR for the first two years, dropping down to 12% perpetually thereafter
(Act I of 2010). The dramatically lower tax rate is due to overhead cost associated with
providing the gaming entertainment. The GTR distributed via the LSA is dispensed to counties
and localities in an identical manner to the previously described tax rates under Act 71. A fiscal
note attached to Senate Bill 711 of 2010 which became Act 1 estimates that there will be $14
million in tax revenues via LSA in fiscal year (FY) 2010-2011 , and 15 million in FY20I1 /2012
(Lewis and Dice 2010). Revenues disappointed and were only $10 million in FY2010/ 11 and fell
short again in FY2011 / 12 where there was $12.9 million in LSA revenue generated (T. P. Board
2011). The Pennsylvania legislature identifies that ''the authorization of table games in this part
is intended to supplement slot machine gaming by increasing revenues to the Commonwealth
and providing new employment opportunities by creating skilled jobs for individuals related to
the conduct of table games at licensed facilities in this Commonwealth" (Act I of2010). The
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shortfall of tax revenues did not deter Pennsylvania from seeking to further expand the tax base
of casino style gambling.

Act 42 of 2017

In 2017, a massive expansion of gaming occurred in Pennsylvania as a result of the
passage of Act 42. The act allowed for online gaming, fantasy sports contests, online lottery,
keno, remote-video-gaming terminals, airport slot gaming, sports gaming, mini casino (Category
4) gaming in addition to previously established casino style gaming in Category 1 through 3
facilities including pari-mutuel horse and table games wagering. GTR from traditional local
brick and mortar gaming options hosting slot and table games is taxed via LSA and collected by
counties and municipalities similar to all previous laws and rates. The law allows for an
expanded LSA tax base of slot gaming in airports. No airport gaming currently occurs in
Pennsylvania however the tax rate of each for the local share assessment is "2% with 1% to the
airport host county or counties (Philadelphia 0.5% to the school district and 0.5% to the county
financial auth01ity (CFA) for grants within Delaware County) and l % to CFA for grants
available to every county" (Lafaver 2017, 4).
The methodology for LSA collection remained the same (in relation to casino style
gaming) where table games were taxed at 4, 2, or I percent of GTR for category 1, 2, or 3
casinos respectively. Given the convoluted nature of tax policy, the code is simplified. This work
focuses on the larger county level, therefore we defer on the intricate areas of the tax policy
focused on the municipal levels such as sections D7 where $30,000 of GTR is dedicated to a
"township of the second class with a population between 8,000 and 8,100 as of the 2010
decennial census that is contiguous to a township in a county of the 5th class that receives a
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portion of the license facilities slot machine revenue" which has meaning to only a single
municipality (Act 42 of 2017). This is to say that we generalize the overall rate structure rather
than specifically referencing each artfully crafted legislative exception (such as Section 27 in
Section 1403 of Title 4 of Act 42 of 2017).
An expansion of the LSA base occurred as a result of Category 4 casinos being created

via legislation. Category 4 casinos can have a max of 750 slot machines and a max of 30 table
games. Title 4 of Act 42 of 2017 indicates that category 1 and 2 casinos are barred from having
less than 1,500 gaming devices working at any time and category 3 are barred from having more
than 600 but less than 250 operating at any one time (Act 42 of 2017). Moreover, when category
4 casinos become viable 5 percent of GTR from slots will go to county grants as well as a 4%
slot LSA with 2 percent going to the county and 2 percent to the hosting municipality (LaFaver
2017). LSA will also be derived from GTR via table games. Table games in the newly formed
category 4 mini casinos are taxed at an LSA rate of 2 percent of GTR with I percent going to
county grants and 1 percent going to municipal grants (LaFaver 2017). None of the fiscal notes
or associated documentation speaks to the anticipated tax revenues from category 4 casinos,
especially in the context of LSA. The only revenue projection on category 4 facilities was that it
would generate $100 million in license fee revenue for the 10 allowed category 4 licenses for the
General Fund in 2017-18" (LaFaver 20 I 7, 4). At current, the estimate looks to be vastly
surpassed as 5 of the category 4 licenses have been auctioned and over $135 million has been
raised for the general fund (Harbach 2018).
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Materiality

Pennsylvania has emerged as a prime example of the casino industry flourishing in a state
regulated market. Gross terminal revenues for casinos in the state increased from $1,039,030,698
in Fiscal Year 2006/07, when casino style gaming was introduced, to $3,227,835,635 in
FY2015/l 6 a 210 percent increase (P. G. Board 2016). Comparatively, in 2006 total tax revenue
into the general fund was $26. 7 billion (Rendell 2008) and in 2017 it was $32 billion (Wolf
2017) a 19 percent increase. Pennsylvania has the highest tax on casino gambling in the United
States (Combs, et al. 2016). Put most simply, we choose Pe1msylvania because its slot "machine
revenues are taxed at 54 percent- the highest rate in the country-and [Pennsylvania] generates
tax revenues that outpace every other state, including Nevada'' (Freeman 2017, 24). Table 3 on
the next page shows the tax rate in Pennsylvania compared to other states tax rates on slot
machines. Table 3 below identifies the GTR and slot tax rate for casino hosting states from the
American Gaming Association State of the State report for 2017. The data is then placed in a
table format with a rank column added for ease of comparison. Of interest is the ranking of
Pennsylvania as the highest GTR and slot tax rate.
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Table 3. State Casino Tax Ranking
State
Tax Rate
GTR
Tax Rank
COLORADO
20.0%
$117,480,000
FLORIDA
35.0%
$191 ,080,000
ILLINOIS
50.0%
$477,990,000
INDIANA
40.0%
$597,370,000
IOWA
22.0%
$332,340,000
KANSAS
27.0%
$91,080,000
LOUISIANA
21.5%
$604,830,000
MAINE
46.0%
$53,390,000
MARYLAND
46.0%
$477,430,000
MASSACHUSETTS
40.0%
$75,970,000
MICHlGAN
19.0%
$338,340,000
MISSISSIPPI
11 .2%
$253,910,000
MISSOURI
21.0%
$443,560,000
NEVADA
7.8%
$900,570,000
NEW JERSEY
10.5%
$240,220,000
NEW MEXICO
26.3%
$61,000,000
NEW YORK
41.0%
$919,730,000
Ol-IlO
33.0%
$564,670,000
OKLAHOMA
39.0%
$20,830,000
PENNSYLVANIA
55.0%
$1 ,388,000,000
SOUTH DAKOTA
9.0%
$15,750,000

GTRRank
16
9
2
6
13
11
14
3
3
6
17
18
15
21
19
12
5
10
8
1
20

15
14
7
5
11
16
4
19
8
17
10
12
9
3
13
18
2
6
20
1
21

A case can be drawn for the materiality of casino revenues at the state level. Of the
traditional sin taxes on liquor, tobacco, and casinos; casinos generate the greatest amount of
revenue. In FY2016, the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board received $2.4 billion in sales from
the states "Fine Wine and Good Spirits" stores (P. L. Board 2016). However, the effective tax
rate of 24% (18% liquor and 6% sales) is less than the effective gaming tax, and thus grosses
less, accounting for a mere $492 million in state revenues or 1.5% of the general fund revenues
in 2016 (P. L. Board 20 I 6). Another sin tax that is traditionally thought of; state and local
tobacco taxes, are also comparable. In 2016 state and local tobacco taxes generated $91 I million
in tax revenue in Pennsylvania which equates to about 2.7 percent of the general fund revenues
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(Revenue 2016). Combining the two major sin taxes, liquor and cigarette taxes accounted for
1.403 billion in revenue. Comparatively, in 2016, the state and local casino gambling revenue
was$ 1.444 billion accounting for roughly 4.5 percent of the general fund tax revenues (P. G.
Board 2016). The diagram below visualizes the growth of the casino revenues compared to
alcohol and tobacco taxes at the state level from 2007-2016.
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Figure 3. Pennsylvania Sin Tax Revenue
In addition to commercial gaming revenues, revenues are also generated for local and
state entities. The primary mechanism for localities to receive revenues from casinos is a local
share assessment (LSA) which is "designed to distribute varying portions of terminal slot
machine revenues of licensed gaming facilities to mitigate the impact of gaming and related
activities and support and enhance community and economic wellbeing" (Development 20 I 0, 1).

In 20 I 5-2016 the local share assessment tax produced$ 157,857,788 in revenue for 137
Pennsylvania municipalities and counties (P. G. Board 2016, 17). The same sin taxes collected at
the local level also are revenue sources for more local levels of government. Local alcohol taxes
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are collected at the city and municipal level and accounted for $8,688,000 in revenues to
localities in 2015-16 less than I 0% of what LSA provided. Cigarette taxes only began being
collected in 2014 however raked in $49,512,000 in revenue in 2015-16. The graph below
visualizes the growth of LSA, Alcohol, and Cigarette tax revenues at the local levels over the
years of 2007 to 2016. Of interest to this research is the upward trend of the LSA which, after the
initial growth of the casino industry, and, similar to the gross terminal revenues, leveled off as
the industry reached market saturation.
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Figure 4. Pennsylvania Local Sin Tax Revenue

Casino Market Structure

Nationwide, the casino market varies by state as each state independently decides if and
how casino style gaming will be implemented within their borders. The Pennsylvania casino
market is a planned market because of the use of gambling license quotas. Pennsylvania uses a
primary market intervention mechanism invoked by states to regulate the entrance of gaming
entities gambling license quotas which distort the gaming market (Philander 2013). The quota
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mechanism to market regulation has occurred since the inception of legalized state gambling in
the 1990's, where states have limited market entrance of casinos "to create situations where
providers of gambling services-or other economic stakeholders- [are] able to capture significant
amount of economic rents (Eadington 1999). The economic reality is; "casinos facing substantial
competition experience lower rates of profit than casinos operating as monopolies or oligopolies"
(Gaze! 1998, 77). These planned "monopoly and oligopoly markets result in above-normal profit
rates that affect the local economy very differently from the way in which a competitive market
with normal profit rates does" (Gaze! 1998, 77). The revenue can be maximized because "unlike
other industries in which the market is the principal determinant of supply and demand,
government decisions have largely determined the size and form of the legalized gambling sector
in the United States" (Kearney 2005, 281). The casino market as a planned economy can be
tailored by state and local legislation for revenue maximizing. Thus, as Pennsylvanians casino
market is a planned economy, and as such uses quotas to purposefully inject casino revenues into
a local geographic economy, the decision as to what economies will best respond to casino
revenue becomes of interest.
Casino gaming license quotas focus heavily on geographic targeting as the mechanism
for market regulation. The ability to place casinos in areas oflow competition, therefore
maximizing gaming profits, is central to "why some states have passed restrictions on prohibiting
casinos from being located within fifty miles of one another" (Alexander and Paterline 2005, 25).
Pennsylvania legislation also makes such geographic exceptions to casinos. The use oflocation
as a revenue maximizing strategy at the county level is not currently studied in the gambling
literature. Current legislation, Act 42 of 2017, is rattled with location requirements and
resttictions for future casino gaming establishments.
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Act 71 and aJl future gambling Acts have stated that "no category I licensed facility shall
be located within 20 linear miles of another category 1 licensed facility" (Act 71 of 2004).
Similar to the distance restrictions on category 1 casinos, no category 2 racino facility can be
within 30 miles of a category 1 casino with racing as well as it cannot be within 20 miles of any
category 1 or category 2 casino in general (Act 71 of 2004). The most detailed legislative section
on casino location limitations involves the newly crafted Category 4 casinos. Figure 5 below,
publicly available from the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board, visualizes these geographic
limitations.

Figure 5. Pennsylvania Casino Exclusion Map
As referenced in brevity earlier, Category 4 casinos cannot be located within 25 miles of
an existing category 1, 2, or 3 casinos (yellow exclusion circle in figure 5). The Act further limits
the geographically viable casino markets by including a 15-mile barrier between newly crafted
Category 4 casinos (Red circle). Act 42 also allowed for municipalities and townships to opt out
of being considered for hosting a mini-casino (darkened municipalities opted out). These further
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limits the viable casino market areas to white municipalities (casino accepting) and areas not in
any yellow (25-mile existing casino exclusion) or red circle area (15-mile new casino exclusion
area).

Population Centers and Casinos

The figure above also indicates in and out of state population centers relative to the
casino. This imagery brings the discussion of what impact distance to population centers has on
the casino impact relative to these county revenues to the forefront. Figure (number); Distance to
In and Out of State Population Centers provides the distance in air miles from the Pennsylvania
casino to the respective marker.
Table 4 on the following page provides the distance from a Pennsylvania casinos address
to the next nearest metropolitan population center city hall address. Data is gathered for each
case up to an out-of-state population center was discovered and up until 50 miles. The table
identifies that the average distance from a Pennsylvania casino to a population center is 11.6
miles. The average distance from a casino to the next nearest out of state population center was
34 miles. The shortest distance to a population center was I mile and the longest distance
observed from a casino to a population center was 25 miles.
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Table 4. Distance to In and Out-of-State Population Centers
County

Casino

Delawa re

~arrahs Chester Casjno

Dauphin
Fayette
Washington

Hollywood Casino at Penn National Race Course

15

l c1dy Luck Casino Nemacolin
Meadows Racetrack and Casino

ZS
19
27

Monroe

Mount Airy Casino

luzern
Bucks

Mohegan Sun Pocono

Erie

Pant Casino
Presque Isle Downs and Casino

Allegeny

Rivers Pittsburgh

Northampton

Sands/Winds Casino
Sugarhouse
Valley Forge

Philadeliphia
Montgomery

Distance To Population Center (OTP)l

12

0TPZ
13
30
42
23
30
13

15
70
30

12

5

DTP3

71

OTP4
35
31
51
43
34
51
41
73

32

55

14
30
49
24
30
50
16

27
19
25
24.41667 31.41667

17
II. 66666667

Average Distance in Mile.s

DTP5
40
39
78
63
36
51
44
80

DTP6
45
44

OTP7
53
76

97
51
57

62

53

71

56

35
27
31
42.25

41
49
35
47
49.58333 53. 77778
40
33

49

62
47
60

34

Average Distance to Out of State Metro Population Center In MIies

Oentoes Out of State Metro Population Center

Distances to Pennsylvania Casinos and Other Casinos

Table 5 "Distance to In and Out-of-State Casinos" details the distance from a
Pennsylvania casinos' listed address to the next nearest casino address measured in air miles.
Data was gathered for all Pennsylvania casino cases and data was gathered up until an out of
state casino was observed and up until 50 miles in all cases. The data indicates that the average
distance from a Pennsylvania casino to the next nearest casino was 29 miles. The average
distance from a Pennsylvania casino to the next nearest out of state casino was 45 miles. Further
statistical delineation of the distances from Pennsylvania casinos to other geographic bounds
occurs more fully in Chapter 4 Methodology.
Table 5. Distance to In and Out-of-State Casinos
County

Casino

Distance to Next Casino (DTNC)

DTNC2

DTNC3

DTNC4

DTNC5

Delaware

Harrahs Chester Casino

13

17

19

27

52

Dauphin

Hollywood Casino at Penn National Race Course

68

70

71

Fayette

Lady Luck Casino Nemacolin

45

47

51

Washington

Meadows Racetrack and Casino

18

30

34

Monroe

Mount Airy Casino

27

34

49
63

45

Luzern

M ohegan Sun Pocono

27

60

Bucks

Parx Casino

14

24

27

40

Erie

Presque Isle Dow ns and Casino

59

66

76

112

Allegeny

Rivers Pittsburgh

47

18

34

45

51

Northampton Sands/Winds Casino

34

40

46

54

Philadeliphia

Sugarhouse

13

14

17

33

46

Montgomery

Valley Forge

17

17

25

30

35

Average Distance in Miles

29.41666667

Average Distance to Out of State Casino

45. 33333333
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37.75 43.58333

65

40

49

This chapter: familiarized the reader on the location and types of Pennsylvania casinos,
underscored the legislative expansion of the tax base in the Pennsylvania gaming industry,
highlighted the materiality, as well as, discussed the quota system and geographic restrictions in
Pennsylvania. This understanding allows for the next section literature review to be
contextualized within the Pennsylvania case. The section begins with a rudimentary introduction
to economic theory, followed with detailed discussions on each of the variables involved, ending
with a nod to commonly used methods in the literature.
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CHAPTER III

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to evaluate whether casinos affect economic conditions at the
county level. This section's purpose is to give an overview of the applicable economic literature
on casino born impact factors of; size as measured by gross terminal revenues, and number of
casino employees; Stream type as measured by direct fiscal (LSA or fiscal) or indirect physical
(Host/Border/Neither) stream; and distance from a casino to a state border, population center, or
another casino (measured by miles), on total county revenue. Supplemental literature regarding
relationships between the independent variables; per capita income and job sector changes in the
retail, construction, and manufacturing areas and the independent casino born variables as also
discussed in the chapter. The existing research on the topic leans favorably toward casinos
positively impacting the county economy in terms of revenue, employment and job sector growth
(Garrett 2004, Hicks 2014, Nichols, Tosun and Yang 2015, Lim and Zhang 2016). This
discussion is broken down by economic category (revenue, job change, and income). The
discussion on each category is focused on the available economic literature that speaks directly
towards casino effects at the state or local level (Stream Type, Size and Proximity). As the work
is economic at its core, the chapter begins with a brief introduction to Tiebouts' theory, as well
as import, and export theories as each form the economic foundation upon which the economic
impacts of casinos is formed .
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Population

Key to the Tiebout model is the idea of populations that have freedom of movement
(Tiebout 1956). The freedom of movement assumption is key to Tiebout and this work as
citizens "voting with their feet" (i.e. population shifts) affect local economies (Tiebout 1956).
Adverse or positive effects of casinos on the local economy (revenue, job growth) may attract or
disincentives population shifts in the area (Reese 2007, Wentz 2008, and Philander, Bernhard
and Wimmer, et al. 2015). Literature on the effect of casinos on population is limited, especially
with casino research at the local level (Reese 2007). The studies that do exist on the topic of
population take one of two main research routes. First, is to study population descriptively.
LaPlante (2012) and Svensson and Romild (2014) study the differences in gamblers and nongamblers whereas other descriptive works study population in terms of age (Entertainment
1997). A future economic work would have options to look at population shifts similar to works
of Baxandall and Sacerdote 2005, Wentz (2007), Reese (2007), Philander, Bernhard and
Wimmer, et al. (2015) who examine changes in population in a quantitative sense such as raw
populace shifts. The foundations of this work would be suitable to assist in developing and
defining a similar geographic based model consisting of relational hypothesis.
Wentz (2008) finds similar results to Philander, Bernhard and Wimmer, et al. (2015) on
counties with casinos across different states. Wentz (2008) finds that there is a positive
relationship between casino gaming and population and that casino counties have a population
increase of approximately 2.6% compared to those without gaming occurring (Wentz 2008, 245).
On the local level, Reese (2007) tests the variable population in connection with the introduction
of a casino into the local economy. Reese generalized that there was no consistent correlation to
population change and to the presence of a casino across the areas in Michigan studied (p. 73).
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This is a result further confirmed by a Canadian study by Huang, Humphreys and Zhou (2016)
whom also state (from I 987-2007 in urban areas) there was "no evidence linking casino
openings to nearby population growth" (1 ). Reese (2007), Philander, Bernhard and Wimmer, et
al. 2015, Huang, Humphreys and Zhou (2016) and Wentz (2008) simply looks for a before and
after analysis as it was based on whether a casino opening affected the population. Unlike the
broad stroke approach of Reese (2007), Wentz (2008), and Philander, Bernhard and Wimmer, et
al. 2015, this study delineates the effects of casino stream style, size, and geographic placement
relative to population centers studied under a different lens (county revenue) rather than one
focusing on population shifts exclusively.
Casinos theoretically entice the populace to congregate via offering a variety of goods,
and services via entertainment therefore concentrating economic wealth. "Basically, many of the
municipalities housing casinos have witnessed population increases .. . [and] casino revenues have
made it possible for these municipalities to keep up with growing demands" (Stanley 2003, 461 ).
A line can be formed between casinos and a concentration of wealth which is attributed to the
idea that casinos invite "expenditures on food , drink, and live entertai1U11ent along with gaming"
and in between these two ends there are "economic benefits that accrue to companies that supply
casinos and patrons with the broad range of goods and services" many of which are local
(Nichols, Stitt and Giacopassi 2000, 251 ). While not all goods and services come from the
immediate casino area, casinos strive to hire employees who reside in the immediate casino area,
similar to other casino supplier industries (P. G. Board 2016). An excellent economic example of
this is that of Sands casino in Bethlehem Pem1sylvania who "fo1med a partnership with the local
community college to train its workforce and more than 85 percent of the Sands Casino
workforce lives within a 15-mile radius" of the casino" (Mallach 2013, 5). There is no direct
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research on the geographic location of a casino with population as a variable. Closely related
literature on casinos and revenue maximization mentions the ideal casino location is near "large
urban population centers" which results in higher casino revenues (Koo, Rosentraub and Hom
2007).

Imports and Exports

The economic marketplace offers a mechanism to channel economic and social
costs/benefits (externalities) via importation and exportation. Imports are defined as "goods or
services that are produced abroad but sold domestically" (The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
n.d.). Alternatively, exports are "goods or services that are produced domestically but sold
abroad" (The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis n.d.). It is important to examine both imports
and exports as looking at just a single piece "is one-sided and can be seriously misleading; for
full insight into real processes, both need to be combined." (Hoover and Giarratani 1984, 329330). The economic exportation argument is fairly cut and dry when viewed through a strict
economic theory lens. In its most basic form , ""exports" or the attraction of tourists will result in
economic benefits as exports benefit domestic sellers [hosting counties] and foreign consumers
[tourists]" (D. Walker 2007, 13). When tourism is used as an export, there is a "positive net
effect for the domestic economy which even casino opponents agree to" (D. Walker 2007, 13 ).
Thus, the theoretical argument is; the more tourism or draw of casino visitors from outside the
area, the more economic benefit that the casino will receive.
In practicality, exportation research on casino impacts is far from conclusive with
research such as Garrett and Nichols (2008) asking to what extent negative externalities are able
to be exported back to where touri sts reside. The existing research on exportation is generally
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outside the purview of this work focusing on topics socio-economic in nature such as bankruptcy
(Garrett and Nichols 2008, Giacopassi, Stitt and Nichols 2000) and other works discussed in the
limitations section. Exportation based research focusing on casino style gaming economic
exports has multiple streams ranging from macro level general tax theory works (Gu, Tam and
Kwok, et al. 2016), to more local export related works that focus economic and local fi seal
indicators such as property values (Buck, et al. 1991 ). This work focuses on the later portion
which finds, on a local level, that externalities are exportable and in the case of crime, and real
estate values are spatially patterned a phenomena that this work looks to further explore (Buck,
et al. 1991).
Returning to a strict economic theory lens, gathering tourists via offering unique goods
and services is only half of the export equation. The second part is being able to extract funds
from the tourist which is accomplished via the tax on the service provided (i.e. gambling via a
tax on the GTR). Fisher (2016) states that exporting tax burdens is accomplished primarily by a
states' tax policy in three distinct ways; federal tax deductibility, non-flexible taxes on
nonresidents, or price changes (414). Casinos follow the second exportation style albeit at a more
local level; non-flexible taxes on non-residents which are typified by "sales and excise taxes paid
by visitors" (Fisher 2016, 414). Economic casino literature focusing on imports is examined as
"there is no reason to assume that exports is the sole or even the most important autonomous
variable detennining regional income" (Tiebout 1975, 349). Research on exportation finds that
"in order for a jurisdiction to develop export-based casinos, it must attract a significant volume
of customers from beyond the immediate region in which it is located'' (Eadington 1998, 61 ).
There is no direct tracking mechanism to detennine the fiscal revenue flow of dollars from
tourists compared to those residing in the casinos home jurisdictions (see Limitations).
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Import theory states that " imports benefit foreign sellers and domestic consumers, and
there is a positive net domestic economic effect" (D. Walker 2007, 13). In this research one can
view the domestic consumers as those living in a casino county while the foreign sellers are
casino tourists. Importation is viewed more through the lens of a purposeful activity rather than
an extemality in this work. Negative nuisance externalities such as "traffic, noise, littering and
damage to the natural environment" do exist and are imported with casino tourism however are
also outside the scope of this work (Wing Pong and Ap 2017, 262). More serious negative
externalities such as increased crime (Falls and Thompson 2014) and alcohol related events
(Smith, et al. 20 I 6) are imported via casino tourism as well, however are outside the focus of this
work. The importation of revenues from tourists is of much interest to this work as it is economic
based.
The importation of casino tourists as a mechanism for local revenue and growth
generation has been researched in the Tourism literature (Przybylski, et al. 1998, Wing Pong and
Ap 2017), as well as, the casino literature (Grinols and Mustard 2001, Walker and Barnett 1999).
Importing more visitors generally means importing more money and growth (Spilde and Taylor,
2013). A balance must be drawn between imports especially between positive imports and
negative imports. Markham et. al. (2014) state that if an "authorities' objective [is] to maximize
local benefits while minimizing local harms" a locality "will promote casinos that cater to an
interstate or tourist market rather than those earning income from locals" (p.62). Economic
actors, counties in this case, therefore, want to import clientele and their associated dollars.
Counties, as economic actors, however, attempt to also export the hanns associated with the
gaming activity via tourism. Lastly, in a domestic situation where the good or service is
produced and consumed in the same jurisdiction known as ''a local transaction, both the domestic
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seller and buyer benefit" as the funds are just simply redistributed (D. Walker 2007, I 3).
Knowing that there is sufficient literature on the importation and exportation of economic effects
the work moves towards reviewing the literature relevant to answe1ing the research question; Do
casino born impact factors affect economic conditions at the county level?

Common Economic Factors

The economic impact of casinos has been well researched by scientists over the past two
decades (Hicks, 2015; Wentz, 2007; Walker, 2007; Suits, I 977). This section categorizes and
explores the results of the existing literature in areas of revenue, employment, and income. It is
important to note that while the authors have discussed casino impact, no research focuses on the
impact of casino born factors. The contemporary research on the topic, at the county level, leans
favorably toward casinos positively impacting the county economy in multiple facets discussed
in the following economic subsections (Garrett 2004, Hicks 2014, Nichols, Tosun and Yang
2015, Lim and Zhang 2016). Studies such as Truitt (1993), Rephann, et al. (1997), and Borden,
Fletcher and Harris (1996) buck the positive economic trend; however tend to examine casinos in
pre-casino boom years of the I 990's. Truitt (1993) looking at county level data proclaimed
casinos "were enormously successful in attracting thousands of visitors to the communities every
day" but "merchants complained that the casinos ... [did] little to stimulate economic
development" (92). This may be because casinos are multifaceted including hotels and eateries
leading to a "one stop- shop" approach for visitors whereby nearby commercial/tourist industries
are not patronized in many instances. Other works in the same fiscal genre find mixed effects on
the county level, where tax revenue via tourism and sales tax was positively affected, but
negative effects of consumer consumption may also be brought on (Borden, Fletcher and Harris
1996). This claim is also repeated by Rephann, et al. (1997) who found that "local governments
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and local workers do not appear to reap the lion's share of benefits" (measured in gross
revenue/pay rates) from casino gaming (Casino Gambling as an Economic Development
Strategy, 161). Mainstream research is fairly consistent after the growth of casinos as a revenue
source, and authors such as Ozurumba and Kirn (2009) state that "growth of corporate casino
gambling as a source of additional state tax revenue has not been matched by a corresponding
increase in academic research on casino gambling" (200). While some economic variables have
been studied in the context of casinos in some sense, no study has identified their variable in the
context of casino stream type, size, and distance to the state border at the county level which is a
main objective of this work. This section examines literature on the economic variables and
notes the gaps in which this work looks to fill.
Revenue

Casinos have been found to positively impact government tax revenues almost
unilaterally (Ackennan 1997, Andersen 1997, Blevins and Jensen 1997, Cartee and Gordon
1997, Chhabra 2007, Clynch and Riverbark 1999, d 'Hauteserre 1998, Gardner 2005, Hsu 1998,
Hunsaker 2001 , Settles 2008, Smeral 1998, Office 2000). More fringe research on casino impact
on revenues finds there is an insignificant or no impact on government revenue (Hicks 2003,
Baxandall and Sacerdote 2005) with even less literature finding a revenue decrease (Anders,
Siegel and Yacoub 1998, Popp and Stehwien 2002). The outlier studies of Anders, Siegel and
Yacoub (] 998) and Popp and Stehwien (2002) both focus on Indian casino gaming and the
impact with state level revenues, a topic outside the scope of this study and possible cause for the
different results. Baxandall and Sacerdote (2005) examine a single state (Massachusetts) similar
to this study, however, focus again on Indian and not commercial casinos. An Indian casino
negatively impacted casino hosting counties revenue according to Popp and Stehwien (2002)
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with decreases of 1.6% and 3.5% in bordering county revenue reported with the opening of a
single or second casino in a nearby county respectively. No revenue research investigates casino
revenues in the same casino born factor context of this work however some closely related
revenue topics provide insight into this works economic research. This section focuses on
illuminating existing literature on the topic of casino revenue especially in regard to casino born
factors of size, stream style, and any available geographic based casino revenue works.
Revenue Stream Style.
Fiscal (LSA).

Revenue impact literature has focused on casino revenue effects on state funds earmarked
to receive casino tax revenue, a similar vein to this work. One can envision a stream of tax funds
flowing from the casino to the state (where existing literature exists) and eventually ending in the
coffers of the county via LSA (where this literature fits). State revenues from casino gaming are
generally earmarked for a specific purpose or are sent to the state general fund. State level fund
analyses analyzes the impact of direct fiscal stream from casinos. As this research is interested in
the impact of the direct fiscal stream from casinos on a type of categorized fund (county
revenue), research following earmarked dollars (revenue) from casinos on other funds are
discussed.
At the state level, gambling revenues are normally eannarked (directed) for specific
funds or purposes such as education funding (Ozurumba 2009, Stanley 2003, French and Stanley
2004). A single state analysis of the effects of direct casino revenue effects on per pupil
education spending showed that direct fiscal casino revenues, at the school district level
positively affected funding per pupil (French and Stanley 2004). Important to note however is
the idea that casino revenues used for education funding at times were merely shuffled around
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rather than being net positive (Ozurumba 2009). Specifically, in French and Stanley (2004) a
direct fiscal casino revenue stream occurred, whereby casino funds were earmarked for
education, however subsequent funding for education from the state's general fund fell
(Ozurumba 2009).
Following the lead of French and Stanley (2004) and Ozurumba (2009) more recent
literature examines whether direct fiscal revenues (revenue sharing) makes a difference finding
"casinos operating in counties with revenue-sharing legislation are associated with positive and
significant increases in per capita general revenues" (Nichols, Tosun and Yang, 2015 p. 748).
Real per capita county revenues increase by a statistically significant 11 % if a casino is present
in the local economy and there is a revenue sharing agreement in place (Nichols, Tosun and
Yang, 2015 p . 749). This finding comes in ''stark contrast" to the effects of casinos on revenue
when there is. not a revenue sharing agreement in place, or if the casinos are not commercial (i.e.
tribal) (Nichols, Tosun and Yang, 2015 p. 749). While the work is not interested in noncommercial casinos, we are interested in the effects of casinos in counties without revenue
sharing agreements and its effects on county revenue.
Physical (Host).

While literature following the fiscal monies found impact, that vein of literature also
found that the presence of a casino did not have a statistical impact on per pupil funcling (French
and Stanley 2004). French and Stanley (2004) examined state education funding concluding that
while fiscal revenues had a positive impact on state game funding, the physical presence of a
casino did not positively impact per pupil spending. Speaking about the physical presence of
casinos impact Nichols, Tosun and Yang (2015) find at the county level "that casinos did not
have a statistically significant impact on per capita government expenditures and revenues"
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(p. 739). Other authors interested in the impact of casnios on revenues such as Ozurumba (2009)
neglect to separate the impact of casinos' revenues between the fiscal and physical streams as
this research looks to perform.
Revenue and Size.
County revenue and casino size (GTR).

The impact of casino size on revenues is not researched directly or completely in the
literature as a casino born factor rather it is researched in periphery and partiality. The closest
research to the subtopic covered by this research is research regarding Indian casino gaming
where Popp and Stehwien (2002) find that "opening a county imparts a negative, if small, effect
on the total taxable gross receipts generated in that county" (p.329). The work does not however
focus on the impact of gross tenninal revenues as this section and this paper examines. There is
no literature exploring the casino born factor of sizes' (GTR) impact on county revenue.
Revenue maximization literature offers a view into the casino born factor of casino size
in regard to casino economic impact. Articles in this size vein focus on the topic of casino
competition, which at a very high level is applicable to this topic albeit this research does not
focus on competition. An important aspect of this literature is the examination of casino size as
an impact factor of competition (Roehl 1996, Economopoulos and Luxem 2015, Walker and
Nesbit 2014). Literature on casino competition finds that as the amount of slot and table games
increase, the more revenue the casino will accrue (Walker and Nesbit 2014). Specifically, " a 10
percent increase in the number of machines is associated with a roughly 4.5 percent increase in
revenues at that casino" (Walker and Nesbit 2014, 31 ). This finding can be extrapolated upon as
more games caused more GTR which in theory would increase the base upon which the LSA is
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derived. This finding was not universal however as there are no agglomeration effect of multiple
casinos in terms of casino revenue just increases in the number of machines at a single location
were tested (Walker and Nesbit 2014). As the number of physical casinos increase in an area the
amount of revenue from casinos will not proportionately increase with each additional casino in
that area (primarily due to cannibalization a topic outside the scope of this research)
(Economopoulos and Luxem 2015). No other research directly analyzes the impact of casino size
(GTR) on government own source revenues as this work accomplishes.

County revenue and casino size (Employees).

While there is no direct research interested in county revenue change regarding the
number of employees a casino employs, Philander, Bernhard, et al. (2015) at the state level do
investigate the relationship between the number of casino employees and gross gaming revenue
at casinos. When studying Pennsylvania, amongst other states, Philander, Bernhard, et al. (2015)
find that "a doubling of the gaming revenue per casino would only increase (casino) employment
by an estimated 36%" (p 41). Alternatively, as employees at casinos increase the gross revenue
from the casino declines (Philander, Bernhard, et al. 2015). The relational topic of casino
employment and casino revenue is outside the scope of this section however it reveals a gap to
which this literature looks to fill via using both county level and casino level data.

Revenue and Proximity

There is no direct research into the economic factor of county revenue and casinos
proximity to other entities especially geographic bounds however there are closely researched
revenue topics that provide insight to this research. Relative to geographic bounds (borders),
Popp and Stehwien (2002) make an unsourced assertion in researching county revenue that
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"most of the casinos are located on the border of the home county" when examining a casino
impact on neighboring counties (p. 328). The enumeration of the plausible effects of casino
placement relative to governmental border by Popp and Stehwien (2002) is curbed in its
literature value to this work as it focuses on Indian and not commercial casinos and does not
fully develop the thought more than the referenced quote.
Competition-based casino literature becomes valuable as it examines economic indicators
of revenue (albeit casino revenue and not county) and the casino born impact factor of proximity
(to other casinos in this vein and not geographic bounds or population centers). One of the more
relevant discussions stems from the agglomeration effect finding of Walker and Nesbit (2014)
whom developed a purpose to "test whether relative casino location ... affect a particular casino's
revenue" (p.22). The location-based results focusing on competition found that a casinos revenue
catchment was negatively affected by about 1-3% with outliers of 40% increases when another
casino entity was placed within 100 miles of an existing casino (Walker and Nesbit 2014, p.28,
34). These varied primarily due to geographic placement relative to population centers as
described by Walker and Nesbit (2014, p. 34) where underserviced theoretical markers created
GTR boom where others carried bust. Those results are directly relatable to the scope of this
work and the finding encourages revenues and location-based literature (especially casino to
casino proximity) to be studied further.
There is no research that focuses on county revenue and the impact that the distance from
a casino to the nearest population center has on it. This research takes an introductory step
towards examining the regional models following casino revenue and proximity as no other
literature specifically examines if county revenue is impacted by the proximity of a casino to a
state boundary, population center, or another casino. The next section focuses on the literature
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surrounding the relationship between independent variable job sector changes and casino born
independent variables.

Job Sectors

The Internal Revenue Service in 2019 indicated that over a 3rd of the revenue gathered for
the federal government came from labor related taxes ( e.g. payroll) (Internal Revenue Service
20 I 8). Economically speaking, payroll taxes can not exist without the creation or other
establishment thereof paid labor opportunities. This research focuses more locally on the
Pennsylvania case as being ideal given the traits provided in Chapter 2 as well as the fact that in
Pennsylvania, "as of June 30, 2017, the casinos/resorts employed a total of J 7,736 individuals
and residents of the Commonwealth [of Pennsylvania] comprised 89% of the casinos'
workforce" (T. P. Board, Annual Report 2017). Job related impacts on state revenues are not a
generator of income for the state of Pennsylvania as the state instead utilizes sales and more
importantly income taxes as discussed in the following major variable discussion (Wolf 2017).
As labor is a taxable service and the government derives revenue directly from it, the logical
progression is that an increase in the gross number of jobs provided will in tum increase the
revenues of the government. While this holding may be true at the federal level, the local level of
this work creates an environment that is non-conducive to the variable positively impacting
revenues with counties relying more on real estate taxes and government transfers (Patrizio
2017). A discussion continues next where the known and unknown impacts of the casino factors
are categorically separated to establish the literature on the job variables.
The impact of casino born factors of stream style, size and proximity on the independent
employment variable is of significant recent interest to the casino literature and while not a
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central focal point to this work needs to be discussed and examined for a holistic variable view
(Lim and Zhang 2016, Garrett 2004). In an international casino case "results from econometric
models show that a fast growth of casinos creates more job opportunities in other sectors of the
economy than it takes away" meaning casinos are net positive in terms of job growth in
international settings (H. C. Chang 20 l 0, 439). No job growth literature focuses in tandem on
casino born impact factors as the main objective of the research as this research completes.

Jobs and Stream Style.
Fiscal (LSA).

There is no direct research on the effects of LSA tax revenue on county job rates.
Research completed during pre-casino boom years (Truitt 1993, Manson and Stranahan 1996) or
in an international context (Chang 20 l 0, Humphreys and Marchand 2013) verifies the
importance of a fiscal stream of monies in relation to jobs. Research completed in this crosssection ofliterature finds varying results of interest to this work. In South Korea, casinos
impacted job growth positively on a national scale (Lee and Kwon 1996). Casinos were found to
have a fulltime employment multiplier of 0.98 for every million Korean Won (about $880USD)
gambled, "which is larger than all the export sectors: textile and leather (0.090), TV (0.053),
passenger car (0.044), and semiconductor (0.042)" in South Korea (Lee and Kwon 1996, 55).
Other international works find that the effect of the casino industry was "insignificant in the
short-run" when viewed in the context of employment expansion in Macau (Huang, Humphreys
and Zhou 2016, 1). This short run labor outcome is consistent in the international casino
literature with Humphreys and Marchand (2013) identifying that "the direct labor market growth
in the gambling industry shows that areas with new casinos experience large, positive
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employment and earnings growth within one to five years following the opening of a casino.
However, this growth was insignificant for areas with existing casinos, suggesting that the local
effects of new casinos do not extend beyond five years" (Humphreys and Marchand 2013, 159).
There are no long-term applicable studies on the matter or corroborate or reject the findings of
Humphreys and Marchand (2013). The economic impact of casinos on job rates and employment
at a more micronized level warrants further investigation. Pennsylvania counties were expected
to see an increase in employment directly attributable to casino style gaming. While some
authors differentiate casino hosting and bordering counties in other casino born factor context
(Hicks, 2015; Cotti 2008), no authors identify a fiscal stream (LSA) as a variable in a model
involving job growth.

Physical.

The physical presence of a casinos impact on jobs has recently regained traction in the
literature (Lim and Zhang 2016, Cotti 2008) after a lull from early literature (Andersen 1997,
Rephann, et al. 1997, James 1999) which first brought the subject forward. Most recently, Lim
and Zhang (2016) examine the effects of casinos on county level data across the continental
United States and find a positive relationship between casinos and job growth. Lim and Zhang
(2016) measure casino impact as having a physical presence of a casino within the geographic
bounds of the government entity. This view is similar to Cotti (2008) who also finds that casinos
increase employment, especially casino hosting counties. Casinos again on a county level scale
are found to positively affect the economy, albeit in a Native American not commercial context
via this physical measure (Evans and Topoleski 2003). The 26% increase in employment and
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gross increase in the number of jobs available is not on the high end of employment trends when
a physical presence of a casino is in the economy (Evans and Topoleski 2003).
Nationwide studies in the latter portion of the I 990's find slightly more positive results
when looking at this physical presence impact of casinos on jobs (Andersen 1997, Rephann, et
al. 1997, James 1999). Oft cited in the literature is the work of Andersen (1997) which found in
Biloxi and Gulfport job growth of twenty-nine percent (losses were reported in the
manufacturing industry however) after a casino opened (Andersen 1997). Job losses were also
reported in the manufacturing sector in nearly all cities examined by Garrett (2004), as well as in
retail the industry (2004). Other cities examined by Andersen (1997) included Joliet, IL which
reported a net job growth of seventeen percent similar to GaITetts (2004) picture of Massac and
St. Clair County in IL which saw job growth of 39% and 19% respectively. Shreveport, MS also
saw moderate job growth when a casino was introduced into the local economy in Andersen
(1997) similar to Garretts (2004) findings in Warren and Tunica counties in Mississippi who had
job growth rates from 54% and 1950% respectively. Many exponential increases in labor rates
are cause due to remote openings whereas the economies of scale are disproportioned. Closer to
this study's geographic area, although focusing on Native American gaming, a study of
Massachusetts found that "employment in casino counties grew 6.7 percent faster than in noncasino counties'' (Baxandall and Sacerdote 2005, I). Geisler and Nichols (2015) give a nod to the
importance to employment and bounda1ies when quoting GaJTett (2004) who "hypothesized, the
need for labor would lead casinos to employ individuals from nearby counties in addition to
those who live in the county where the casino is located" (p. 114).
Employment and Size.
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County employment and casino size (GTR).

Philander, Bernhard, et al. (2015) come closest to investigating an area where there is no
direct literature investigation; employment and casino born factor of sizes (GTR). There is no
literature available at the county level on the topic, however, literature has passively examined
the relationship between employment, a casino's tax rate, and its gross tenninal revenues at the
state level. In this vein, research has indicated that the impact of a casinos tax rate did not have a
significant impact on employment at the state level, a topic outside the immediate scope albeit
with transferrable fiscal lessons (Philander, Bernhard, et al. 2015). Specifically, the size of a
casinos tax rate on state level employment was found to be mitigated by economics of scale
(Philander, Bernhard, et al. 2015). This research examines the impact of casinos on the county
level and looks to partially fil] the literature gap associated with employment and a casinos size
(GTR).

County employment and casino size (Employees).

There are no studies that examine county sector job rates and the gross number of
individuals casinos employ. This is an area where this research looks to fill a literature gap.

Employment and Proximity.

There is no research directly interested in employment rates being affected by the
distance from a casino to a population center, another casino, or to a state border on the retail,
manufacturing, or construction industries. It is not the place of this paper to examine this
distance phenomena however the linkage is important for the chain of knowledge and can be
expanded upon in future research. While literature has found that "most studies agree that
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employment increases when casinos open" ... "there is no clear consensus on how casinos impact
incomes" (Geisler and Nichols 2015, 104). The next section examines per capita income and the
known impacts of casino variables employed by this study.

Income

Income, and more specifically income taxes, are a primary source of total revenues for
government levels especially the federal and state levels. The revenue from income accounts for
nearly half of federal government revenues (Internal Revenue Service 2018). More locally,
income as a revenue source for county revenue accounts for between a half and third of revenues
collected (Patrizio 2017). Unlike the state and federal levels, county revenues in Pennsylvania
are gathered primarily from use, real estate, and government transfer payments. Similar to job
growth as an impact factor on county revenues, the impact of per capita income on local county
revenues may be deteriorated at best given revenue collection style differences. A discussion
continues next where the known and unknown impacts of the casino factors are categorically
separated to establish the literature on the income variable.
While casinos impact county incomes, especially casino hosting counties, the growth in
income is slower than the growth in employment (Monchuk 2007). Braunlich (1996) is one of
the first to connect income and job sector growth when he states that in Atlantic City "the rise in
income levels is directly related to the increase in casino employment and the subsequent
bidding-up of wages, especially in the unskilled and partially skilled service industries"
(Braunlich J 996, 51 ). More recently, in a simulation study of northern New Jersey, AlvarezMartinez and Lahr (2016) find that there is positive, albeit negligible, relationship between
casinos and income levels (p. 250). However, the trend is not uni versal in the literature on
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casinos impact on income, especially per capita income. Literature focused outside the United
States finds a mixed impact or in some cases "no evidence linking casino openings to nearby
changes in residents' income" (Huang, Humphreys and Zhou 2016, 1). Literature is mixed at the
international context as Lee and Kwon ( l 996) find in South Korea that "the casino sector is
likely to create a relatively high level of income for residents" (Lee and Kwon I 996, 55). More
concrete results are found at the state level which also address the impact of casino presence
(Mclain and Maheshwari 2006), and proximity on incomes at the county level (Hicks 2014,
Geisler and Nichols 2015).
Per Capita Income and Stream Style
Fiscal (LSA).

No income research specifically focuses on the casino bom impact factor of a fiscal
revenue streams (LSA) impact on per capita income levels at the county level.
Physical.

In a more in-depth analysis of incomes and casino impact thereunto Hicks (2014)
investigates casino impact on income within a context of a physical impact stream. Income
increases at the county level were found to have significance with casino hosting counties
according to Hicks (2014) and Geisler and Nichols (2015). Specifically, casino hosting ''counties
see real per capita income increase in the range of $680-$920" annually compared to non-casino
counties (Geisler and Nichols 2015, 121 ). Further narrowing down income impact, Hicks (2014)
identifies that casinos have "positive and economically meaningful" effects on host county
subsector incomes; non-farm, amusement, eating and drinking places, accommodations, retail,
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and local government incomes" (p.13). In a pre/post analysis of 30 Mean Statistical Areas
(MSA) that have casinos, Mclain and Maheshwari (2006) find that per capita incomes increased
after a casino opened. A caveat of this assertion is that MSA who were behind the national
income average generally did not increase in income after a casino was introduced (Mclain and
Maheshwari 2006). Reese (2007) finds that there is no difference between MSA and county level
analysis.
Insight on incomes and bordering counties is also available via works such as Hicks
(2014) and Geisler and Nichols (2015). A bordering-based econontic approach can be drawn
from research that explores the impact of casinos on bordering counties income (Geisler and
Nichols 2015, Hicks 2014). Literature is currently mixed in terms of the physical proximity to a
casinos impact on bordering incomes as Hicks (2014) finds that there are declines in the income
levels of casino bordering counties especia11y in the areas of retail and eating and drinking
establishments (p.15). Geisler and Nichols (2015) find conflicting findings where "neighboring
counties also experience significant increases in income, though to a lesser magnitude" than
hosting casino counties (p. IO I).
Income and Size.

While the international context is not the primary focus of this work, a study of Great
Britain casino gaming speaks to this study's inquiry into casino size finding that more casino
gaming machines generally meant a greater impact on income, albeit negative in this context
(Wardle, et al. 2013). Literature in the sister field, Native American casino gaming impact, also
follows this trend where casinos are found to impact income positively (Conner and Taggart
2009, Wolfe, et al. 2012). Specifically, "the [annual] gap in average per-capita income was $866
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in 1990 [between gamming and non-gaming tribes] and increased to $ 1,269 by 2000" (Conner
and Taggart 2009, 57). The positive effect of casinos on income is also found at the state level in
Mississippi (Cartee and Gordon 1997). However, the trend is not unanimous in the literature
(Gabe and Kinsey 1994, Walker and Jackson 1998, Wenz 2008). This finding follows historical
literature from the early 1990's that found in Mississippi that while casinos positively impacted
incomes in the service and amusement based industries, in the aggregate, "no significant
difference in overall per capita income was found" (Gabe and Kinsey 1994, 1243 ). There are
studies that examine casino revenue impact at the state level finding that casino revenues cause
increases in per capita income (Walker and Jackson 1998). Walker and Jackson (2007) later
found no significant relationship between casino revenue and per capita income at the state level.
Most recently, Walker and Jackson (2013) follows Wentz (2008) who finds there to be no
significant increase in per capita income when examining the relationship between casino
revenue and per capita income at the state level. The differences in per capita income results at
the state level are caused by each state examined having a unique casino market ( e.g. rate, base,
etc.) as well as differences in times examined (Walker and Jackson 1998, 2007, 2013)
Per capita income and casino size (GTR).

While there is no literature that discusses county per capita income levels and the size of
a casino measured by GTR, like this work examines, however there are similar research veins
into real incomes and GTR at the state level (Philander, Bernhard, et al. 2015). Specifically,
literature examining "real income per capita, failed to produce a significant coefficient" in
relation to GTR at the state level (Phi lander, Bernhard, et al. 2015, 41). The null impact of gross
te1minal revenues on real incomes at the state level may be caused by the indirect nature in
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which GTR effects real income. "That is, higher income levels will lead to increased spending on
casino gaming, thereby increasing employment through the average GGR [GTRJ variable, in lieu
ofa directly measured effect" (Philander, Bernhard, et al. 2015, 41). This brings forth the
question of the size of a casino (measured by number of employees) and employment effects on
the local economic in relation to casinos (and casino born factors) all of which are discussed and
addressed by this research.
Per capita income and casino size (Employees).

There is a single piece of literature on the topic of casino size as measured by employees
and per capita income at the county level. Literature finds that as the size of casinos increase via
employees so does the per capita income of the county's residents (Lim Zhang, 2016).
Specifically, Lim and Zhang (2017) found if the casino is small, with less than 20 employees,
there is a positive increase of 7% in relation to per capita income. As casinos grow from small to
medium (21 ~249 employees) the income rises a total of 6.25% from the base with larger casinos
(250+ employees) per capita income rising a total of 4.9% with each finding to be statistically
significant. (Lim and Zhang 2016, 420). One difference from existing literature to this work is
that Lim and Zhang (2016) provide the results in a ''broad, national perspective" which results in
an inability to "account for location specific differences" whereas thjs work looks to define
location specific difference on the micro and build to the macro (427).

Per Capita Income and Proximity.
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No literature discusses the economic impact that distance from a casino to a population
center, another casino, or to a state border has on per capita income. It is not the place of this
paper to examine this distance phenomena however the linkage is important for the chain of
knowledge and for advancement on the niche topic. The next section examines per capita income
and the known impacts of casino variables employed by this study.
This chapter has explored the relevant economic literature topics and their findings in
relation to casino born factors. The lapses in literature between the economic and casino born
factors were broken down by enumerated subcategory to highlight the gaps in a visual manner.
The next chapter, Methodology, establishes a sound conceptual and statistical model to
investigate the impact of casinos; measured by economic stream style (direct/ indirect), size
(GTR/Employees), and distance to the state border on total county revenue. Hypotheses are then
enumerated, and casino born variables and economic variables are defined concurrently. The
chapter ends with a discussion of the expected interactions.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY

Purpose

There has been continued interest in economic development, especially at the local level
(Hicks 2014). Casino gaming offers local county governments a means to develop local
economies (Walker and Jackson 2007, Walker and Barnett 1999, D. Walker 2007). This section
establishes a theoretical and statistical model; the first discussed being a cognitive model. Next, a
single state and a multi-state catchment model are juxtaposed. The section also defines variables
and their measurements grounding them in established literature for use in a statistical model.
Finally, a statistical model based on the variables and theoretical model is developed to address
the question; Do casino born impact factors affect economic conditions at the county level?
Hypotheses are enumerated and expectations for the findings are set forth.

Research Question and Conceptual Module

The general research question this article addresses is: Do casino born impact factors
affect economic conditions at the county level? Below, Figure 7 details the interaction of
introducing a casino to the local economy. The model is based off Reese (2007) who also studied
the economic impact of casino gaming. There are economic factors , the independent variables
per capita income and job sector rates in this instance, which make up part of the county
economic profile that this research is interested in examining. There are more factors that make
up a county economy than the ones enumerated, however, for the purpose of this research this
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county economic profile is limited to per capita income, job sector change in construction, retail,
and manufacturing sectors, and focusing on its effects on total county own tax revenues. This
economic profile then is changed by an event in time. A change can be instant as in the
legalization of casino gaming, or a change can take time to occur as in the development of a
casino industry. The inception of legalized gambling as the change event can be changed by
legislative factors such as a direct or indirect economic stream style, the size of the casino as
measured by the GTR and the number of employees, and the physical geographic location of the
casino. The change event then has an effect on the county economic profile whether positive,
negative, or null.
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Casino Born
Factors

•

Casino Placement Model

Markham et. al. (2014) state that if a "authorities' objective [is] to maximize local
benefits while minimizing local hanns, then they will promote casinos that cater to an interstate
or tourist market rather than those earning income from locals" (p. 62). Other descriptive works
such as Walker (1999) identify the importance of casino placement (as a portion of a cost/benefit
discussion) as well as more recent works such as Hicks (2014) testing basic catchment theories
(e.g. Host/Border dichotomy) relative to economic indicators. The aforementioned authors, and
this work, gathers and reviews the premise that casinos can be placed in a specific area to catch
economic activity.
The casino models developed next may be considered a hybrid of Gallagher (2014) who
defines a casinos economic catchment as a circle on a map (p.43 and p. 58). Gallagher (2014)
topographically identify the casino as the epicenter of the circle on a map with state boundary
lines in the Midwest which inherently dissects the catchment circles. Gallagher (2014) does not
find interest in examining the phenomena nor does the literature further develop this simple
catchment phenomenon. The economic effects of a casino catchment area with the entire
catclunent area being within a single state is visualized below in Figure 8 "Single State Casino
Catchment Area". Counties in a casino hosting state reap economic benefits in a primary and
secondary manner. First, hosting counties may lay claim to local share tax revenues to offset
negative externality costs of gaming (i.e. enforcement). The funds may also be utilized to spur
economic activity via funding ce1tain local economic initiatives. Secondly, economic activity
generated as a spin off or externality can be captured by the county. The economic activity;
revenue, jobs, etc. (black arrows) from the in-state counties located in areas A, B, and C, go to
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the casino (Star).The casino (star) redistributes the economic activity (black arrows) via the local
share assessment (white an-ows) to host county (A) and in some cases bordering counties (B).
The in-state catchment model generally would find that counties receiving local share assessment
revenue, and also within close proximity to the casino, would have increased economic activity
via importing economic activity from areas as well as receiving LSA compare to areas in B that
do not receive LSA, and therefore only receive benefits by indirect (spillover) means. Casino
hosting and casino bordering counties which receive economic activity from gaming would both
be expected to have increased economic activity than areas in C which are non-casino bordering
counties that do not receive LSA.
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Figure 7. Single State Casino Catchment Area
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Conversely, in Figure 8, it is argued that by establishing a casino (Star) in a county (A) in
proximity to state boundary lines, it unevenly splits economic costs between the non-host state
counties (D), and host casino state counties (A, B, C). Casinos take in revenue and economic
activity (black arrows), redistributing it to the in-state casino hosting county (A) via LSA and
economic activity (white arrows) to B. None of the LSA tax revenue is returned to local
governments located in the bordering state (D), or Non-Hosting, Non-Bordering counties in the
casino state (C). In theory, one would expect that casino catchment areas A and B would be
better off economically because the catchment area B is dissected by a state border, creating an
artificial-barrier. The barrier creates an area where funds are concentrated, and, as a result
economic activity is then modulated by the concentration of revenues in casino hosting areas (A)
and bordering areas (B) as a result of the creation of area D which are out of state counties and
do not receive LSA from the casino.
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As the percentage of in-state border counties increases within the catchment area, it
necessitates the distribution of more local share tax revenue as the external costs rise for the
hosting state. In the same vein, as the percentage of out of state counties (D) increases in the
casino catchment area, the local share assessment taxes to counties would be expected to
increase to the immediate casino hosting county and remaining bordering in-state counties (A,
B). The unbalanced distribution of economic costs and economic revenues would become visible
through comparing the economic wellbeing of host (A) and bordering (B) casino counties that
received LSA in a catclunent area dissected by a state boundary (Figure 9) to the local economics
of counties in areas A and B with a completely in-state catchment area (Figure 8). Specifically,
this paper looks to find if there is a relationship, in strictly fiscal terms, between casino location
relative to state boundary lines and county revenues.

Economic Variables
This work looks at fiscal data in an attempt to identify an impact of casino born impact
factors on the local economy. All county data for industry economic variables and personal
income are gathered from Bureau of Economic Analysis a common feature in the literature
(Nichols, Tosun and Yang 2015, Hicks 2014). Data were collected on a yearly basis for all 67
Pennsylvanian counties over the 2000-2016-time period. The span of gambling years (20072017) examined by thjs study follows the same net time span that Economopoulos (2013) who
also studied Pennsylvania utilized. The reason for 2007 being a common indicator year is
because thjs is the year in which legalized casino gambling occurred in Pennsylvania as a result
oflegislation. The definitions for independent variable per capita income, as well as the industry
specific economic independent variables construction, retail trade, and manufactu1ing jobs in this
study are identical with definitions established by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
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(Nichols, Tosun and Yang 2015, Hicks 2014, Lim and Zhang 2017). The verbatim BEA
definitions for each independent economic variable used from the BEA are located in the
appendix. Construction, retail trade, and manufacturing data are reported as the number of
persons employed full and part time by the specified industry via payroll data (Garrett 2004).
The casino impact research available focuses on the impact of a casino on the county
economy when economic impact is measured by per capita income, employment, job sector
change in the retail sector (Hicks 2014, Nichols, Tosun and Yang 2015). The existing research
on the topic leans favorably toward casinos positively impacting the county economy in terms of
employment and job sector growth in the retail industry (Garrett 2004, Hicks 2014, Nichols,
Tosun and Yang 2015, Lim and Zhang 2016). More region-specific research finds mixed impacts
on construction based jobs, and also finds a negative impact on manufacturing jobs (James 1999,
Garrett 2004). Per capita income literature tends to follow the same pattern as the employment
and job sector literature. Per capita income is found to be negatively (Monchuk 2007), associated
to casinos at times, albeit the literature is fairly one sided finding mostly positive results (Cotti
2008, Geisler and Nichols 2015).
This work is not the first to suggest that casinos increase tax revenues as casinos have
been found to almost universally positively impact government tax revenues (Ackennan 1997,
Andersen 1997, Blevins and Jensen 1997, Cartee and Gordon 1997, Chhabra 2007, Clynch and
Riverbark I999, d'Hauteserre I 998, Gardner 2005, Hsu 1998, Hunsaker 2001 , Settles 2008,
Smeral 1998, Office 2000). Thus, the study uses the variable "COSRPC" to measure the effect of
casino born factors on gross county revenues. County revenue data was collected through
examining County Ammal Financial Reports via independent county websites. This variable
measuring revenue is most similar to Popp and Stehwien (2002) who utilized "taxable gross
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receipts in county" however tested a diffe1ing group of casinos (Indian) and other economic
variables than this work (p.326). Data was collected for all 67 Pennsylvania counties and for all
years examined. The fiscal data for each county was first placed in per capita dollar amounts. Per
capita dollar amounts for each county in each economic indicator were calculated using Bureau
of Economic Analysis population data. Then, the per capita county fiscal data for each county
was translated into cmTent 20 I 6 dollars. Current dollars were calculated using the Bureau of
Labor Statistics database annual average for each year examined. Specifically, the consumer
price index for each year, for all items, seasonally unadjusted, in the Northeast was used to
determine the inflation rate (Faulk, 2015). This data smoothing method has been utilized
successfully by Lim and Zhang (2017) who also studied casino impact on economic change at
the county level.

Casino Born Variables

Casino gambling activity is defined as any slot or table game gambling occuning as a
result of Act 71 of 2004, Act 1 of 2010, or Act 42 of 2017. Act 71 of2004 legalized slot
machines and Act 1 of 2010 legalized table games in Pennsylvania. Act 42 of 2017 expanded
and further defined casino tax policy. Pennsylvania has a total of 12 casinos, and, all are included
in this study. Of the casinos, 6 also include horse racing off-track betting, 2 are resort/destination
style, and 4 are standalone offering gaming and some shopping/eateries. The first recorded
revenue for the state occurred in 2007. Table 6 below identifies the casino and the month/year
opened for all Pennsylvania casinos.
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Table 6. Pennsylvania Casino Opening Date

Casino Name

County

Date Opened

l

Hollywood Casino at Penn National

Dauphin

February 2008

2

Valley Forge Casino and Resort

Montgomery

March 2012

3

Han-ahs Philadelphia Casino

Delaware

January 2007

4

Sugar House Casino

Philadelphia

September 2010

5

Parx Casino

Bucks

December 2006

6

Sands Casino

Northampton

May 2009

7

Mount Airy Casino and Resort

Monroe

October 2007

8

Mohegan Casino at Pocono Downs

Luzerne

November 2006

9

Presque Isle Downs and Casino

Erie

March 2007

JO

Rivers Casino

Allegheny

August 2009

11

The Meadows Casino and Racetrack

Washington

June 2007

12

Lady Luck Casino and Resmt

Fayette

June 2013

Stream Type
Indirect economic stream.

The independent variable Host is assigned a value of 1 if a casino operated in that fiscal
year for that case (county) similar to Falls and Thompson (2014) who utilize a dummy coding
scheme. Works such as Cotti (2008) also utilizes a similar coding scheme whereas casino
gaming being present is coded as a dummy (0, 1) variable. In this work Pennsylvania Department
ofTranspo1tation maps constructed in 2010 were utilized to determine whether a casinos public
street address was within a county. Cases that included a casino in their bounds were assigned a
value of 1 if it operated in that year. Cotti (2008) examined income and employment on a county
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level finding " that, overall, casinos lead to more employment and in some instance higher
earnings, and as such, likely [due] lead to some economic growth" (Cotti 2008, 38). The work
further delineates that a dummy variable of 1 was utilized for cases with casinos and a 0 for nonhosting counties (Cotti 2008, 38). This research hypotheses;

Hl: There will be a positive relationship between hosting a casino and total county tax revenues.
This work follows other works such as Hicks (2014) who further delineate an
independent variable "Border" to include only counties that border casino hosting counties. A
full list of hosting and borde1ing counties is available in the appendix. Hicks (2014) measured
the impact of casinos on economic conditions (per capita income) by measuring the effects of
hosting or bordeiing a casino using a dummy variable with a 0, 1 coding scale. A similar host
border revenue dichotomy found negative results in the 3% range when examining GTR and not
county revenues (Popp and Stehwien 2002). Given that Hicks (2014) found positive significant
results in the host border dichotomy (indirect vein) it leads this work to hypothesize a positive
relationship between a county bordering a casino and county revenue increasing. Specifically,
this research hypothesizes:
H2: There will be a positive relationship between borde1ing a casino and total county tax
revenues.
Direct economic stream.

Another way to measure casino impact on the economy is via separating whether the
counties (cases) received local share assessment (LSA). LSA receipt as a variable is born from a
casino as revenues from casinos were found to have an economic impact on local government,
specifically a direct fiscal impact on education funds (French and Stanley 2004). There is no
identifiabl e literature that specifically examines LSA receipt (direct economic stream) as a casino
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born impact factor on county revenues. For the years 2007-2016, publicly available data was
collected from the Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development in the
Annual Local Share Assessment Report for all local governments that receive LSA. No counties
received LSA prior to 2007 as casinos did not exist in the state of Pennsylvania prior to this date.
Reported local share assessment dollars are adjusted in an identical manner to that of county
revenue dollars to reflect constant 2016 dollars. See appendix "LSA Counties" for a full
breakdown of Pennsylvania counties which identifies the Pennsylvania county of operation, as
well as whether it receives LSA.
This research specifically hypothesizes:
H3: There will be a positive relationship between a direct economic stream from a casino and

county tax revenues
This work encompasses a similar dichotomy established in existing literature (Hicks
2014; Cotti 2008) yet with a different focus. This literature through focusing on the evaluation
method of the casino born variables rather than solely on the micro-economic impact is able to
better account for the impact of casino born effects via separating into an indirect (host/border)
or direct economic stream (LSA).

Size

''Casino size is a crucial element" to be included when studying the economic impact of
casinos (Philander, Bernhard, et al. 2015, 42). At the national and international level only one
piece of casino born characteristic research details size of a casino to its economic impact
(Wardle, et al. 2013). Literature found that as more machines were placed in a location there was
an associated positive effect on casino revenues (Wardle, et al. 2013). This research follows
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recent literature which is the first to expressly measure size (GTR) in a monetary quantitative
sense with economic values (tax rates) (Philander, Bernhard, et al. 2015). Expectedly, the larger
the casino (measured by gross revenues), the more positive and the more significant the effects
were of on casino revenue tax rates (Philander, Bernhard, et al. 2015). Casino size, regardless of
measurement style, expected to have a positive influence on county economic indicators. No
other level literature delineates the effects of casino size as an economic impact factor regarding
relationships with county revenues. The following sections further define casino size to this
research and enumerate the respective hypothesis.
Size (number of employees).
The attributes of a casino are expected to have an impact on county economic indicators.
Specifica11y, casino size is expected to have positive relationship as there is ''evidence of positive
economic growth observed in counties with expansions in medium- and large-sized casinos"
(Lim and Zhang, 20 I 6 410). In Lim and Zhang (2016) the variable size represents the total
number of employees employed by the casino and economic growth variables included was per
capita income. While this research focuses on county revenue and not per capita income, it is
interesting to note that casino size has "a significant positive effect on the growth rate of county
per capita income" and the "effect appears to have come from counties with expansions in
medium- and large-sized average casinos" (421). This study focuses on the economic changes
that occur when casino gaming occurs in a county economy which includes casino employees as
previous literature has examined (Lim and Zhang, 2016). There are, as of June 30, 2017, a total
of 17,736 individuals employed by casinos/resorts in Pennsylvania where 89% of those
individuals employed reside in the Commonwealth (P. G. Board 2016). Economica11y speaking,
the more "local the workforce, the greater the share of casino revenues that stay in the
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community, and the greater the multiplier effect of those revenues on the local economy"
(Mallach 2013, 4). Given the high percentage of casino based employees (89%) that reside in
Pennsylvanian the total number of employees a positive impact is expected with casino size
(employees) and the economic variable of county revenue (P. G. Board 2016). Employee data is
desegregated to a more localized level to each casino, similar to Lim and Zhang (2016), from
preexisting data from the Annual Reviews of the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board from
2007-2017. The number of employees for each Pennsylvania casino is located in Table 7. This
work specifically hypothesizes;
H4: There will be a positive relationship between the number of employees a casino employs

and the county tax revenues
Size (GTR).

The work also uses GTR as a measure of size as the overall fiscal impact of a casino
similar to Falls and Thompson (2014). This variable follows "Grinols and Mustard (2006) who
called for a measure of either gross revenue or profit, but indicated that such data was not
available" (Falls and Thompson 2014 124). Given the availability of tax data for the
Pennsylvania case, GTR is recorded yearly from the Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board from
2007-2017. The aggregate GTR for all Pennsylvania casinos from 2007-2017 is recorded in
Table 7 for the readers reference. This research follows the idea that ''the economic benefits of
casinos in the economy will be through the tax revenues obtained by the government" via
collecting casino gambling taxes from GTR (Benar and Jenkins 2008, 64).
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Table 7. Pennsylvania Casino Size

Casino Name

GTR

Employees

1

Hollywood Casino at Penn National

$2,132,294,826.4 I

I ,001

2

Valley Forge Casino and Resort

$370,633,397.43

1,081

3

Harrahs Philadelphia Casino

$2,733 ,388,069.44

1,351

4

Sugar House Casino

$1,200,272,972.57

1,551

5

Parx Casino

$3,852,064,832.22

2,059

6

Sands Casino

$2,290,459,941.24

2,519

7

Mount Airy Casino and Resort

$2,266,571,986.48

1, 112

8

Mohegan Casino at Pocono Downs

$1 ,443 ,210,844.38

1,588

9

Presque Isle Downs and Casino

$] ,500,625,948.30

802

10

Rivers Casino

$2,117,147,903.31

1,763

11

The Meadows Casino and Racetrack

$2,391 ,596,750.24

l ,348

12

Lady Luck Casino and Resort

$) 12,702,169.17

1,561

Total*

$22,410,969,641.19

17,736

*As of2018
The size of a casino, measure by GTR is found to have a positive influence on economic (tax
rate) conditions (Philander, Bernhard, et al. 2015). No other works examine the economic impact
of size as measured by a casinos GTR on county economic indicators. As a result of the existing
literature, the following is hypothesized in relation to casino size as measured by GTR:
HS: There will be a positive relationship between the amount of GTR a casino has and the

county tax revenues
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Distance based casino factor variables are examined next. Established methods for measuring
distance are discussed and distance to the state border, next nearest population center, and next
nearest casino are defined as well as the counterpart variables to each of the aforementioned
which measures distance to next nearest out of state population canter and next nearest out of
state casino.

Distance Based Variables
Distance to border.

This study examines casino economic impact similar to the existing state and county
level literature by measuring economic impact by county revenue. The work is an extension of
the existing literature as it measures the previously researched economic variables focusing on
factors born from the casino's existence. The new and significant hypotheses involve the
distance to the state border, population center, and other casinos as variables impacting the
abilities of a casino to economically impact the county economy. Felsenstein and Freeman
(2001) explicitly state that "state borders are areas of economic opportunity" for casinos albeit in
a qualitative Middle Eastern context focusing on plausible transnational populace cultural
interactions well outside the scope of this work. Literature in the sin tax realm, specifically
cigarette taxes, find boundaries to be important economic factors to examine as they change the
economic landscape (Nicholson, Turner and Alvarado 2016). Most literature focusing on the sin
tax "cross border" effect currently examines transgressing boundaries in order to forego taxation
on cigarettes (i.e. tobacco) (Nicholson, Turner and Alvarado 2016, Chiou and Muehlegger 2008,
Lakhdar, Vaillant and Wolf 2016).
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The literature in this vein provides a literature link to measuring the distance to a state
border (identified by miles) and sin tax impact (Nicholson, Turner and Alvarado 2016). The
results are not directly transferrable as the impact between those smuggling cigarettes across a
border and those crossing a border in route to a casino are vastly unrelatable. The existing sin tax
literature and its methodology offer insight into the impact of mileage noting that most cigarette
smuggling occurs in areas with 30 miles of a definable border with different tax rates (Nicholson,
Turner and Alvarado 2016). Cigarette cross border literature brings forth the discussion of
different tax rates and geographic borders a topic more than peripheral to this work (Lakhdar,
Vaillant and Wolf2016). No casino literature focuses on the distance to the state border as a
casino born impact variable like cigarette tax literature has examined distance. This work looks
to add to the discussion on the topic of six taxes and the distance to the state border. Spatial
discussions have occurred which evaluate the spatial impact casino economic effect which also
follow this distance discussion stated in other sin tax literature.
The study of the social and economic impacts of casinos utilizes a wide variety of radii in
the literature (Gaze! 1998). Gallagher (2014) examines the effects of the casino industry in the
Midwest on a scale of I 0, 25, and 75 miles and finds a decay over distance from the casino.
Other studies, such as Reese (2007), proposes using the typical work commute time of 30
minutes as a distance willing to travel to gamble rather than a county geographic bounded area.
Reese found no difference in the catchments of 30 minutes driving or a traditional geographic
catchment area of the county level. Falls and Thompson (2013) examine the spatial effects of the
casino industry, social and economic respectively, on the county level scale and find they are
geographically dispersed. This study utilizes state provided geographic boundary scales such as
Falls and Thompson (20 13) to measure the economic effects of casino gambling on host, and
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border casino counties as well. Following the approach of Markham et al. (2014), an independent
variable " Distance to State Border'' is established to capture the effect of a casinos distance to the
nearest state border roadway intersecting the state boundary line on select economic factors. As
is the case for Markham et al (2014) Google Maps is utilized to estimate the distance from the
casino's address found on each casino's respective website to the closest boundary line
according to Google's algorithm. We also measure the distance "as the crow flies" , similar to
Walker and Nesbit (2014) who measured the distance from each commercially available casino
address to the nearest state boundary line. This distance is represented in miles to the nearest
whole mile. Table 8 details the distance measured in air miles, similar to Walker and Nesbit
(2014) measuring distance "as the crow flies", from each commercially available casino address
to the nearest state boundary line.
Casinos placed near geographic borders, "creates import substitution and keeps
expenditures - and accompanying jobs and tax revenue- at home rather than in another
jurisdiction" in certain cases (Eadington 1998, 62). Thus, as a result of Eadington (1998) it is
hypothesized that the physical location of a casino, in relation to distance from a state border will
be positive on county revenue as distance decreases. At the state level, if ''taxes merely come
from within the state the [economic] benefit usually is illusory'' (Cabot 1997, 310). If a casino
has "regional or national catchments, some economic ... impacts are exported to other states" and
it is a primary interest of this work to investigate if enlarging the exportation area via a state

boundary can create areas of higher economic output (Markham et al, 2014, 75). Eadington
( 1998) states the argument the best:
"If most of a region 's gaming revenues come from tourists, or from import substitution,
the positive economic spin-offs stimulate local and regional economies; gambling acts as
a regional export. If, however, the bulk of gambling revenues for newly permitted
gambling are generated by local residents and do not represent import substitution, then
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spending on gambling reflects a reallocation of spending within the local or regional
economy. There may be little, if any, net gain for the overall local or regional economic
activity as a result." (p.56)

Table 8. Pennsylvania Casino Distance to State Border

Casino Name

County

Distance to
Border (Miles)

1

Hollywood Casino at Penn National

Dauphin

46.55

2

Valley Forge Casino and Resort

Montgomery

17.86

3

Harrahs Philadelphia Casino

Delaware

.46

4

Sugar House Casino

Philadelphia

.33

5

Parx Casino

Bucks

3.57

6

Sands Casino

Northampton

8.14

7

Mount Airy Casino and Resort

Monroe

13.05

8

Mohegan Casino at Pocono Downs

Luzerne

40.81

9

Presque Isle Downs and Casino

Erie

13.81

10

Rivers Casino

Allegheny

26.08

11

The Meadows Casino and Racetrack

Washington

16.72

12

Lady Luck Casino and Resort

Fayette

5.16

Building off the previous hypotheses, a catchment area that is dissected by a state border
should have a positive impact on the economic rents of casino hosting and bordering counties.
Distance to a state boundary inherently measures this dissection as miles to the border decreases
the economic returns are more targeted. More specifically distance from a casino to the state
border is expected to have the following relationships:
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H6: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino to the state border

and county revenues
Geographic borders, and the distances there to, afford researchers a valuable opportunity
to establish a clear boundary between "exported'' revenues from non-host counties and the
economic impacts of casino gaming tax revenues on the local levels. Yet, the literature on
physical casino location in regards to the local casino gaming tax revenues effects is sparse at
best. Markham et al (2014) repeat this finding stating "unfortunately, while the local economic
and social impacts of casino development are routinely assessed, few studies have specifically
investigated the spatial extent of these impacts" (61).
Population proximity.

The premise that a casino's economic impacts are not merely a result of localized
economic activity is central to the hypothesis that a casino's proximity to state boundary lines,
population centers and other casinos affects the local economy. Literature has trended towards
population centers being a main stay variable in the county revenue impact formula however no
research has specifically targeted this geographic impact factor as an independent variable
regarding casino impact (Fisher, 2016). Proximity from a casino to population centers are
examined within a similar context to that of distance to the state border where Google Maps is
utilized to estimate the distance from the casino's address found on each casino's respective
website to the City Hall building address according to Google's algorithm (Markham et al
(2014). Census data from 20 IO was gathered for metropolitan cities that border or were within
the geographic bounds of Pennsylvania. Addresses were gathered from each city website and a
distance to the casino address was calculated via Google. This research also measures the
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distance "as the crow flies" or in air miles similar to Walker and Nesbit (2014). Distance data is
not collected for counties not hosting casinos in Pennsylvania. Distance to a population center is
not measured for every county as completing research in this manner would necessitate a
separate variable researching a separate distance phenomenon (county city headquarters to
nearest in or out of state metropolitan population center city hall). Table 9 below identifies the
casino and the distance to the out of state and instate population center for each casino in
Pennsylvania.
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Table 9. Distance to Next Nearest In and Out of State Population Centers
Casino Name

County

Distance to In
State
Population
Center

Distance to Out
of State
Population
Center

Hollywood Casino at Penn National

Dauphin

15

76

Valley Forge Casino and Resort

Montgomery

17

25

Harrahs Philadelphia Casino

Delaware

12

14

Sugar House Casino

Philadelphia

2

27

Parx Casino

Bucks

15

12

Sands Casino

Northampton

l

40

Mount Airy Casino and Resort

Monroe

27

51

Mohegan Casino at Pocono Downs

Luzerne

3

13

Presque Isle Downs and Casino

Erie

5

70

Rivers Casino

Allegheny

2

30

The Meadows Casino and Racetrack

Washington

19

23

Lady Luck Casino and Resort

Fayette

45

29

More specifically distance from a casino to the next nearest population centers is
expected to have the following relationships:
H7: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino to the next nearest

in state population center and the county revenues
H8: There will be a positive relationship between the distance from a casino to the next nearest

out of state population center and the county revenues.
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Casino to casino.

Casino competition literature suppo1ts the notion of including an independent variable
which measures the distance from one casino to another casino (Economopoulos and Luxem
2015). Similar to the population center and the distance to the state border variables, the distance
from a casino to the next nearest (in or out of state) casino are examined with Google Maps
estimating the distance from the casino's address found on each casino's respective website to
the next nearest commercial casino address according to Google's algorithm (Markham et al
2014). This research also measures the distance "as the crow flies" or in air miles similar to
research of Walker and Nesbit (2014). Distance data is not collected for counties not hosting
casinos in Pennsylvania. Distance to a casino is not measured for every county as completing
research in this manner would necessitate a separate variable researching a separate distance
phenomenon ( county city headquarters to nearest in or out of state casino). Table 10 below
identifies the casino and the distance to the out of state and in-state population center for each
casino in Pennsylvania.
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Table 10. Distance to Next Nearest In and Out of State Casino
Casino Name

County

Distance to In
State Casino

Distance to Out
of State Casino

Hollywood Casino at Penn National

Dauphin

68

71

Valley Forge Casino and Resort

Montgomery

17

30

Harrahs Philadelphia Casino

Delaware

13

19

Sugar House Casino

Philadelphia

13

33

Parx Casino

Bucks

14

47

Sands Casino

Northampton

34

65

Mount Airy Casino and Resort

Monroe

27

49

Mohegan Casino at Pocono Downs

Luzerne

27

63

Presque Isle Downs and Casino

Erie

112

59

Rivers Casino

Allegheny

18

34

The Meadows Casino and
Racetrack
Lady Luck Casino and Resort

Washington

18

30

Fayette

45

47

More specifically distance from a casino to the next nearest casino is expected to have the
following relationships:
H9: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino hosting county's
host casino address to the next nearest in state casino address and the county revenues

HlO: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino hosting county's
host casino address to the next nearest out of state casino address and the county revenues
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The significance of this study is that it is the first to evaluate the impact of the casino
characteristics; economic stream style, size, and distance variables such as distance to the state
border, population centers, and other casinos on county revenues. While the literature has
examined some of the economic variables (total own source tax revenue, per capita income, job
sector change) in the context of some casino characteristics (economic impact style, size,
proximity) at some levels (national, state, county), this work encompasses the casino
characteristics utilized in the national, state, and county level literature (economic stream style,
size) and adds new casino characteristic variables; distance to the state border, next nearest in
and out of state casino and next nearest in and out of state population centers examined in the
context of county revenue. This significance is fonned into 3 casino characteristics factors
(economic stream style, size, and distances) and 4 economic factors (per capita income, job
sector rate changes in the retail, construction, and manufacturing industries) influencing county
revenues resulting in 10 casino bom impact hypotheses examined via a regression analysis.

Hl: There will be a positive relationship between hosting a casino and county tax revenues.
H2: There wi11 be a positive relationship between bordering a casino and total county tax

revenues.
H3: There will be a positive relationship between a direct economic stream from a casino and

county tax revenues
H4: There will be a positive relationship between the number of employees a casino has and the

county tax revenues
HS: There will be a positive relationship between the amount of GTR a casino has and the

county tax revenues
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H6: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino to the state border

and county revenues
H7: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino to the next nearest

in state population center and the county revenues
HS: There will be a positive relationship between the distance from a casino to the next nearest

out of state population center and the county revenues
H9: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino hosting county' s
host casino address to the next nearest in state casino address and the county revenues

HlO: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino hosting county's
host casino address to the next nearest out of state casino address and the county revenues

Statistical Model

The model employed by this study is a regression which better represents the reality of
the complexity of interactions, especially economic ones (Lewis-Beck 1980). Unlike previous
research on casino impact on local economies (Reese 2007) that utilize a bivariate regression,
this work employs a multiple regression which allows many predictors because "few outcomes
have just one cause" (Acock 2012, 250). Moreover, multiple regression is "a straightforward
extension of bivariate regression" thus this research can be seen as a more exact representation
and extension of Reese's (2007) methodology identifying the interactions of casinos and
economies (Lewis-Beck I 980, 47). Acock (2012) identifies a multiple regression to be in the
format of:
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In a multiple regression Acock (2012) identifies Y as the predicted value of the dependent
variable and bo is the intercept or constant (253). The model identifies that b1 is the regression
coefficient for Xi and all subsequent variables in the multiple regression (bkXk) fo11ow the same
principle (Acock 2012) . Lewis- Beck ( 1980) adds in error to the multiple regression fo1mula as
"relationships in social sciences are almost always inexact" ( 10).
Recently, Geisler and Nichols (2015) utilize a multiple regression to examine casino
impact on economies. In their model, the constant is added to the constant for a dummy variable
identifying the year that gaming became legal (0/1 ). Next, a dummy va1iable measuring the
proximity of casino gaming (0/1) meaning hosting or bordering is added to the equation. The last
dummy variable, CasinoOpen used by Geisler and Nichols (2015), identifies when a casino
opened in a county identifying the effects of a casino on the local economies. This work adapts
the established statistical difference in difference approach model of Geiser and Nichols (2015)
which states that:
Yi,t = po + PlCasinoLegalt + P2CasinoCountyi + P3CasinoOpeni,t + yl + y2 +Ei,t
This work uses a multiple regression formula similar to Geiser and Nichols (2015) which (prior
further broken down in a hierarchical method to include 3 levels) takes the equational form of:
Yi1= po+ PHosti,+ PBorden, + PLSAADJPC1 + PTOTALGTRADJi1 + PCEPC1+ PDSBi1++
PDOOSPC,+ PDISPC1+ PDICt + PDOOSCt + PXit- .. +tit
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This work goes a step further and utilizes a hierarchal multiple regression where the
below equation begins to measure the impact of casinos on the total county revenue of counties
in Pennsylvarua.

The above model specifically expresses that total revenue (Y) in year (i) for county (t) is
dependent on whether a casino had a direct or indirect economic stream from the casino my
adding whether a casinos was physically present in the county economy HOST, 0/ 1) plus
whether a casino was physically present in the county economy adjacent to the county examined
(BORDER, 0/1) adding the percent year over year change in per capita Local Share Assessment
taxes received (LSAADJPC, dollars). Next, the economic variable per capita income
(PCINCADJ, dollars) are added in with the job sector change in retail (RETPC, percent),
construction (CONPC, dollars), and manufacturing (MANPC, dollars) industries while still
having some left-over errors. Results will be deemed significant at the .1, .05, and .01 levels
which follows the established literature (Giacopassi, Stitt and Nichols 2000; Nichols, Tosun and
Yang 2015). The Fonnula is then expanded to include variables that define the impact of the
size of a casino:

PTOTALGTRADJPCt + PCEPCt +Eit

The amount of casino GTR (TOTALGTRADJPC, dollars) and the number of casino employees
(CEPC, employees) are added in order to measure the size impact of casinos on the total own
source tax revenue of the local county. Finally, distance variables are added to the equation
which now takes its final fonn of
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Yi1= po+ PH0Sti1+ PBorderi, + PLSAADJPC, + PTOTALGTRADJPC1 + PCEPC;1 + PDSBit++
flDOOSPCt+ f}DISPC1+ flDIC, + pooosc. + PXit- .. +Eit

The casinos distance to the border in miles (DSB , miles) is added as well as geographic indicator
variables measuring the distance from a casino to the nearest out of state population center
(DOOSPC, miles), instate populations center (DISPC, miles) as well as measuring miles from
the casino to the next nearest instate casino (DIC, miles) and out of state casino (DOOSC, miles).
The following chapter, Data Analysis, discusses the statistical results from the statistical model
which assist in rejecting or accepting each of the proposed hypothesis answering the research
question; Do casino born impact factors affect economic conditions at the county level?
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Purpose

There has been continued interest in local economic development (Hicks 2014) and
casino gaming offers local county governments a means to develop local economies (Walker and
Jackson 2007, Walker and Barnett 1999, D. Walker 2007). This chapter examines the statistical
results of the hierarchal regression analysis between variables created from implementing
gaming and economic variables at the county level. First the chapter describes the data to include
the mean, standard deviation 1 and the minimum and maximum observation for each independent
and dependent vaiiable. Next interpretations of the first level hierarchal regressions occur to
describe models consisting of hosting, bordering, or receiving local share assessment revenues
from casinos with economic factors of per capita income, and job change rates in the retail,
construction and manufacturing industry. Interpretations of the second level hierarchal
regressions occur to describe models consisting of hosting, bordering, or receiving Local Share
Assessment revenues from casinos, along with size factors of casino employees per capita and
gross terminal revenues from casinos with economic factors of per capita income, county
revenue, and job change rates in the retail, construction and manufacturing industry. The fully
expanded model results are examined to include distance from an in-state casino to the nearest;
out of state casino, in state casino, out of state population center, in state population center and to
the state border. This research then rejects or accepts hypothesis based on the analysi s results and
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discusses the findings within the context of answering the research question; Do casino born
impact factors affect economic conditions at the county level?

Descriptive Statistics
County Revenue

Table 11 County Revenue below identifies the number of observations as 1,156 which is
the number of total county revenue observations gathered over a 19-year period ( 1999-201 7).
The mean of these l , 156-county revenue adjusted for inflation cases was $22,200,000 with a
standard deviation of $774,000,000. There was a wide range of total county revenue dollar
amounts with a minimum and maximum observation of $1 ,812,214 and $7,730,000,000
respectively.
Table 11. Summary of County Revenue Statistics

summarize COSRADJ
Variable

Obs

Mean

COSRADJ

1,156

2.22e+08

Std. Dev.
7.74e+08

Min

Max

1812214

7.73e+09

Casino Hosting and Bordering Counties

Table 12 Frequency of Casino Hosting Counties below provides a frequency distribution
of the number of cases of hosting and non-hosting counties. A total of 1,273 cases are examined
with 1, 161 (91%) non-casino hosting county cases, and 112 (9%) cases involving casino hosting
counties.
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Table 12. Frequency of Casino Hosting Counties

tabulate HOST
Host

Freq.

Percent

Cum.

0
1

1,161
112

91.20
8.80

91.20
100.00

Total

1,273

100.00

Table 13 Frequency of Casino Bordering Counties below provides a visual breakdown of
the 1,273 total observations. Similar to the host variable, the border variable has a distribution
where 92% (1 ,176) of the cases are non-bordering and only 8% (97) are casino bordering county
cases.
Table 13. Frequency of Casino Bordering Counties

. tabulate BORDER
Border

Freq.

Percent

Cum.

0

1

1,182
91

92.85
7.15

92 .85
100.00

Total

1,273

100.00
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Local Share Assessment Counties and Revenue

While the research uses LSA as a dollar amount, discussed next, this breakdown is
invaluable to examine the gross number of jurisdictional differences in a comparative setting.
The below table 14 Frequency Distribution of Local Share Assessment Receipt describes the
total 1,273 observations to include 1,185 (93%) as cases that did not receive share assessment
revenues with 88 (7%) cases receiving Local Share Assessment tax revenues.
Table 14. Frequency Distribution of Local Share Assessment Receipt

tabulate LSAREC
LSARec

Freq .

Percent

Cum.

0

93.09
6 . 91

93.09

1

1,185
88

Total

1,273

100.00

100.00

Table 15 Summary Statistics on Local Share Assessment USO further details the 1,273
observations to have a mean of $362,485 with a standard deviation of $1 ,776,068. The minimum
amount of Local Share Assessment tax revenue was $0 with a maximwn case of $ 15,100,000.
Table 15. Summary Statistics on Local Share Assessment USO

summarize LSAUSDADJ
Variable

Obs

Mean

LSAUSDADJ

1,272

533833.6

Std. Dev .
2614550
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Min

Max

0

2.23e+07

Size Variables

Table 16 Summary Statistics on Gross Tenninal Revenues and Casino Employees
provides descriptive statistics on the total gaming gross ten11inal revenues adjusted for inflation
and the number of full-time casino employees. There is a total of 1,273 cases for both variables.
The mean total GTR for the 1,273 cases was $26,200,000 with a standard deviation of
$98,300,000. The cases ranged in value from a minimum total GTR of $0 with a maximum GTR
amount of $77,400,000. There was an equal number of observed cases that examined the number
of casino employees (n=l,273). The average county case had a total of 113 casino employees
with a standard deviation of 396 employees. Additionally, the range of the observations on the
number of casino employees varied from none up to 2,519 employees.
Table 16. Summary Statistics on GTR and Casino Employees

summarize

TOTALGTRADJ CE

Variable

Obs

Mean

TOTALGTRADJ
CE

1,273
1,273

2.62e+07
113.6214

Std. Dev.
9.83e+07
396.1977

Min

Max

0
0

7.74e+08
2519

Distance Variables

Table 17 Summary Statistics of Distance Variables below sheds light on the number of
observations, means, standard deviations and the minimum and maximum of each distance
variable.
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Table 17. Summary Statistics of Distance Variables

summarize DSB DOOSC DIC DISPC DOOSPC
Varia ble

Obs

Mean

DSB
DOOSC
DIC
DISPC
DOOSPC

112
112
112
112
112

17.02366
46.15179
34 . 96429
12.78571
39.02679

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

15.04371
16.22045
29.81774
11.21327
21 . 71912

.33
19
13
1
12

46.55
71
111
49
76

A total of 112 cases were observed in the distance category for all the distance variables
including the distance to the state border variable which is measured in air miles. The mean
number of air miles to the state border for casino hosting counties was 17 .02 miles with a
standard deviation of 15.04 miles from the mean. The smallest measurement was ] /3 rd of a mile
with the largest distance to the state border being 46.15 miles.
The mean distance from a Pennsylvania casino to an out of state casino is 46.15 miles
with a standard deviation of 16.22 miles. The smallest distance from a Pennsylvania casino to an
out of state casino was 19 miles whereas the furthest distance to an out of state casino was 71
miles. The mean distance from a Pennsylvania casino to another Pennsylvania casino is 34.96
miles with a standard deviation of 29 .81 miles. The least observed distance case from a
Pennsylvanian casino to another Pe1msylvania casino was 13 ainniles with a maximal distance
observed of 111 miles. The mean distance from a Pennsylvanian casino to the nearest in state
population center is 12. 78 miles with a standard deviation of 1 1.21 miles. The smallest case
observed was 1 mile from a Pennsylvania casino to a population center with the largest case
being 49 miles. The mean distance from a Pennsylvanian casino to an out of state population
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casino is 39 .02 miles with a standard deviation of 2 l. 71 miles. The smallest case observed was
12 miles from a Pennsylvania casino to an out of state population center with the largest case
being 76 miles.

Economic Variables

Table 18 Summary Statistics for Economic Variables includes descriptive statistics for
the per capita income as well as number of jobs in the constriction, retail and manufacturing
sectors.
Table I 8. Summary Statistics for Economic Variables

summarize PCINCADJ CONSTRUCTION RETAIL MANUFACT
Variable

Obs

Mean

PCINCADJ
CONSTRUCTION
RETAIL
MANUFACT

1,272
1,119
1,139
1,126

40462.7
3477.97
9580.143
9491.799

Std. Dev.
8508.294
5382.205
13717.91
11226.43

Min

Max

3.575016
.0243679
.0468595
.0688176

92950.3
34576
81537
72509

There are 1,272 cases observed for the variable per capita income adjusted for inflation. The
mean per capita adjusted income was $40,499.98 with a standard deviation of $8,434.44. The
smallest observation was $21 ,500.60 while the largest per capita income adjusted for inflation
observation was 92,950.30.
In regard to the number of employed individuals in the construction sector (CONSPC)
the descriptive statistics indicate out of the 1,119 cases observed there was a mean of 3,487 jobs
in each case observed. The variation in the number of observed cases is attributable to smaller
sized county data being unavailable for a specific year for a specific job category (e.g. Forrest or
Sullivan counties and construction or manufacturing). The standard deviation from the mean was
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observed to be 5,385 construction jobs. There was variation in the data with a range of data
observations from a minimum of 21 to a maximum of 34,576 employed in the construction
sector. Retail and manufacturing job sector data led to similar outcomes to each other. The
county mean for the number of retail employed individuals was 9,598 with a standard deviation
of 13,719 in the 1,139 cases observed. Similarly, manufacturing observed 1,126 cases and found
a mean of9,519 manufacturingjobs per case with a standard deviation from the mean of 11 ,240.
Retail and manufacturing jobs ranged with each having a mjnimum observation in the 7O's. The
maximum observation for the number of retail jobs was 81,837 and the maximum number of
manufacturing jobs observed in a case was 72,509.

Regression Results
First Level Regression Results

Table 19 First Level Host Border Regression below is a visual representation of the
results of the first level of a hierarchal regression where the per capita in county revenue adjusted
for inflation is regressed among the independent casino born factors of hosting or bordering, and
local share assessment tax revenues adjusted for inflation per capita. Economic factors are all
measured as per capita and include variables of income, construction, retail, and manufacturing
jobs. According to Knoke, Bohrnstedt, and Mee (2002) most all presentation of results utilizes
the R2 value which an "interpretative statistic" that defines the model's overall fitness (248).
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Table 19. First Level Host Border Regression

Model 1:

Variables in Model:
Adding

Source
Model

Residual
Total

HOST BORDER LSAADJPC MANPC RETPC CONSPC PCINCADJ

ss
281843711
3.8984e+09

4.1802e+09

COSRADJPC

Coef.

HOST
BORDER
LSAADJPC
MANPC
RETPC
CONSPC
PCINCADJ
- cons

-170 . 6861
-618.9198
- . 5212131
6817.918
- 36012.25
-30888 . 53
.0253871
2025.629

df
7

991
998

MS
40263387.3
3933777.6
4188594.51

Std. Err .
265.754
233 . 5861
7.273226
1799.449
5985.281
12500.93
.0097583
383.2502

t
-0 . 64
-2 . 65
-0.07
3.79
-6.02
- 2.47
2.60
5.29

Number of obs
F(7, 991)
Prob > F
R-squared

=
=

Adj R-squared

=
=
=

Root MSE

=

P>ltl
0.521
0.008
0.943
0.000
0.000
0.014
0.009
0.000

999
10.24
0 . 0000
0.0674
0.0608
1983 . 4

[95% Conf. Interval]
-692.1913
-1077.3
-14.79391
3286 . 749
-47757.53
-55419.87
.0062379
1273.554

350.8191
-160 . 5396
13.75148
10349.09
-24266.97
- 6357.193
.0445364
2777.705

The first level model accounts for 6% of the variation in the county revenue variable.
Most all independent variable had statistical significance (P< .1) however few had positive
influence. "HOST" (P>.4) which indicates whether a casino had a county within its bounds and
was open during that case was the exception whereas it was insignificant at this level and also
contained a negative coefficient (-170.68). Converse to the Host variable, the variable BORDER
which measures if a case is a county which geographically borders a county which hosts a casino
had a significant (P>.O I), albeit negative coefficient (-618. 91) which indicates a county that
borders a casino county would be expected to have per capita county revenue decrease by
$6 18.9 1 compared to non-bordering counties. The physical stream significance is mixed
however both results indicate a negative impact on county revenues at this regression level.
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The variable LSAADJPC measures the effect of local share assessment revenue per
capita on the county revenue variable. The variable is fow1d to be highly insignificant with a
high P value (P>.94) and has a minute negative coefficient of -.52 indicating an effect of 55 cents
on the dollar per capita decrease in county revenue for every dollar of revenue gained from LSA.
The economic variable results are discussed next followed by a discussion of the results relative
to hypothesis at this level.
Table 19 also indicates the coefficients and the related significance of the economic
variable in the first level run of the regression analyses. No economic vaiiable showed statistical
insignificance (P>. l) and again mixed coefficients were found. Specifically, per capita income
adjusted for inflation model results indicate a statistically significant effect on county revenue
(P<.01) with a positive coefficient of .02 per capita meaning for every dollar more per capita
earned county revenue increases by 2 cents. The number of jobs in all sectors had a statistically
significant impact on the model and all but one had negative coefficients, manufacturing.
Constrnction jobs had a negative effect on County revenue with a -$30,888 decrease for every l
increase in the amount of constrnction jobs per capita. Similarly, every per capita increase in
retail jobs decreased county revenues by $36,012. Lastly regarding the above model,
manufacturing was the only job source to have a positive impact on county revenue with an
increase in county revenues of $6817 for every per capita increase in manufacturing jobs. The
next section identifies the relative hypothesis and discusses the results for those thoughts.
The hypothesis specific to this regression are;

Hl: There will be a positive relationship between hosting a casino and county tax revenues.
B2 : There will be a positive relationship between bordering a casino and county tax revenues.
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H3: There will be a positive relationship between a direct economic stream from a casi110 and
county tax revenues
The findings relative to the hypothesis at this early level indicate that this research should
reject the hypothesis that there will be a positive relationship between hosting a casino and
county tax revenues. Similarly, the findings of this regression also indicate that the research
should reject the hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between bordering a casino and
county tax revenues and the hypothesis of a positive relationship between a direct economic
stream from a casino and county tax revenues. In both of these rejection instances the data
findings indicate a negative impact, albeit insignificant in one case, on county revenues. The
following section presents a higher-level regression that adds in casino size factor variables to
the equation.

Second Level Regression Results

Table 20 Second Level Regression Adding Size below is a visual representation of the
results of a second level hierarchal regression where the per capita county revenue adjusted for
inflation is regressed with casino born factors to now include the number of casino employees
per capita and the total GTR of the casino in that county. The second level model consists of the
same number of cases (999 observations) and accounts for 6% of the variation in the county
revenue variable finding that the addition of casino employees and GTR vastly has an
underwhelming impact on the model accounting for an increase ofless than .0001 predictability.
Moreover, the addition was less than statistically sound as the variable has a high p value of .4
which indicates the null of no difference should be entertained as valid. Only a single
independent variable casino variable had statistical significance (P<. l) and that was "BORDER"
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(P<.0009) again, which indicates whether a county bordered a county that had a casino within its
bounds and was open during that case.
Table 20. Second Level Regression Adding Size
Model 2:
Variables in Model: HOST BORDER LSAADJPC MANPC RETPC CONSPC PCINCADJ
Adding
CE TABLEGTRADJPC
Source

df

55

MS

Model
Residual

287751240
3.8925e+09

9
989

31972360
3935759.43

Total

4.1802e+09

998

4188594.51

COSRADJPC

Coef .

HOST

TABLEGTRADJPC

-166.389
-628 .117
2.346144
6818.085
-36217 . 38
-32206.04
.0259806
.1242579
-.8780188

- cons

2031.363

BORDER
LSAADJPC
MANPC

RETPC
CONSPC
PCINCADJ

CE

Std. Err.

t

554.74
233.9247
7.671468
1801.561

-0.30
-2.69

0.31
3.78

5990.879

-6.05

12565.12
.0098435

-2.56
2 . 64
0.27
-1.09
5.29

.4639271
.8064689
384.2335

R-Square Diff. Model 2 - Model 1

= 0.001

Number of obs
F(9, 989)
Prob> F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

P>ltl
0.764
0.007
0.760
0 . 000
0.000
0.011
0.008
0.789
0.277
0.000

F(2,989) =

999
8.12
0.0000
0.0688
0.0604
1983.9

=

=
=
=

=
=

[95% Conf. Interval]
-1254 . 992

-1087.163
-12.70808
3282.763

-47973.67
-56863.39

922. 2137
-169 .0712
17.40037

10353.41
-24461.08
-7548.685

. 006664

.0452973

- . 7861367
-2.460606

1.034652
.704568

1277.356

2785.369

0.750

p = 0.472

In the case of bordering a casino, a bordering county would be expected to find per capita
county revenue to decrease by $615.05 compared to non-casino bordering counties. The variable
"HOST" which measures if a case is a county where a physical address of a casino is located
within and was open had an insignificant (P>.46) positive coefficient which indicates a county
that borders a casino county would be expected to have per capita county revenue to increase by
$287.65 compared to non-bordering counties. The variable LSAADJPC measures the effect of
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local share assessment revenue year per capita on the county revenue va1iable. The variable is
found to be insignificant with a P value of .55 and has a minute positive coefficient of $4.77 per
capita change on county revenue. Additionally, variables of casino employees per capita and the
total gross terminal revenues per capita year over year percent change are added to the second
model run and are found to have no significant significance (P>.44 and P>.50 respectively). The
coefficient for casino employees indicates a negative effect on county revenue resulting in a
$62,302 per capita decrease in county revenues for every casino employed in that county per
capita. Total gross terminal revenues per capita adjusted for inflation has a minute negative
coefficient of $0.3 7 on county revenue for every $1 .00 increase in total casino revenue in that
county.
Table 20 above also indicates the coefficients and the related significance of the
economic variable in the first second run of the regression analyses. No economic variable
showed statistical insignificance (P<. l ). Specifically, per capita income adjusted for inflation has
a statistically significant effect on county own source (P<.O 1) with a positive coefficient of
$0.02. This means for every dollar per capita more earned, the county revenues would be
expected to increase by two cents. The number of jobs in all sectors had a statistically significant
impact on the model and two had negative coefficients. Construction had a negative effect on
county revenue with a $30,775 decrease for every 1 increase in the amount of construction jobs
per capita. Similarly, every 1 increase in retail jobs per capita decreased county revenues by
$36,092 with the result being statistically significant (P<.000 I). Lastly regarding the above
model, manufacturing has a positive impact on county revenue with an increase in revenues of
$6,780 for every I increase in manufacturing jobs per capita.
The hypothesis relative to this regression analysis are;
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Hl: There will be a positive relationship between hosting a casino and county tax revenues.
H2: There will be a positive relationship between bordering a casino and county tax revenues.
H3: There will be a positive relationship between a direct economic stream from a casino and

county tax revenues
H4: There will be a positive relationship between the number of employees a casino has and the

county tax revenues
HS: There will be a positive relationship between the amount of GTR a casino has and the

county tax revenues
The findings indicate that hypothesis I and 2 are accepted and rejected at this second
level respectively, similar to the previous regression results whereas the host variable is
insignificant and positive and the border county/direct stream has significant negative results.
Regression results lead the research to reject the hypothesis that the physical scream
(LSAADJPC) positively impacts county revenues. In regards to size, the second level regression
results indicate that the hypothesis regarding the size of a casino as measured by the number of
employees (H4) and GTR (HS) should be rejected at this level as neither are statistically
significant when identifying impact on county revenues. The findings do not support the
hypothesis that casino size; whether measured in number of casino employees or GTR per capita,
has a positive significant impact on county revenues in Pennsylvania. The following section
provides a complete look at the casino factor variables focusing in on distance-based variables
for casino hosting counties impact on county revenue.
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Final Level Regression Results

Table 21 Final Level Regression Adding Distance below is a visual representation of the results
of a third and final level hierarchal regression where the per capita county revenue adjusted for
inflation is regressed with casino born factors to now include the distance from a Pennsylvania
casino to another instate casino (DIC) out of state casino (DOOSC), in state population center
(DISPC) and out of state population center (DOOPC). The reader may also review graphical
depiction in the appendix under "County Revenue and Casino Born Factor Best Fit Graphs". The
third level model accounts for 44.6% of the variation in the cow1ty revenue variable.
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Table 21. Final Level Regression Adding Distance
Model 3:
Variables in Model: HOST BORDER LSAADJPC MANPC RETPC CONSPC PCINCADJ
> GTRADJPC
Adding

DSB DOOSC DIC DISPC DOOSPC

ss

Source
Model

df

MS

Residual

67585051 . 3
76291421.4

12
98

5632087.61
778483.892

Total

143876473
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1307967.93

COSRADJPC

Coef.

HOST
BORDER
LSAADJPC
MANPC
RETPC
CONSPC
PCINCADJ

0
0

(omitted}
(omitted}

-1.872141
-48014.14
-35148.24
42033.29
.0436062
.1793761
-1.468828
-62.20689
8.01397
-14.282
-21. 63866
78 . 62303
437.5882

4.775152
14399.53
18035.64
29295.09
.0163934
.2704425
.5273827
20.46273
10.70818
9.88485
10.53419
21.96724
1220.643

CE
TABLEGTRADJPC
DSB
DOOSC
DIC
DISPC
DOOSPC

- cons

Std. Err.

R-Square Diff. Model 3 - Model 2

Model
1:

2:

3:

CE TABLE

R2
0.067
0.069
0.470

F(df)
10.235(7,991)
8.124(9,989}
7 . 235(12,98)

t

Root MSE

0.696
0.001
0 . 054
0.155
0.009
0.509
0 . 006
0.003
0.456
0.152
0.043
0.001
0.721

-3.33
-1.95
1.43
2.66
0.66
-2.79
-3.04
0.75
-1.44
- 2.05
3.58
0.36

p
0.000
0.000
0.000

R-squared
Adj R-squared

P>ltl

-0 .39

= 0.401

Number of obs
F(12, 98}
Prob> F

change

0.001
0.401

=
=

[95% Conf. Interval]

-11. 34828
-76589.54
-70939.39
-16101.85
.011074
-.3573083
-2.515402
-102.8145
-13 . 23606
-33.89816
-42.54342
35.02976
-1984.737

F(3,98} = -94.271

R2

111
7 . 23
0.0000
0.4697
0.4048
882.32

=
=
=

7.603993
-19438.74
642.9032
100168.4
.0761384
.7160604
- .4222542
-21. 59928
29.264
5.334162
-.733907
122.2163
2859.914

p = 1.000

F(df) change
0.750(2,989}
-94.271(3,98}

p
0.472
1 . 000

Though adding distance to population centers and to casinos the county revenue model
predictability increases by 43.7%. Important to note is that the increase is not statistically
significant with an extremely high P-value of l. Two independent variable had collinearity and
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they are "HOST" which indicates whether a casino had a county within its bounds and was open
during that case and "BORDER" which indicates if the case bordered a casino hosting county.
Only cases that consisted of hosting a casino was included in the model and therefore the amount
of cases decreased from 999 down to 111 cases. This allows for a best answer to be found
regarding what effect casino born factors of distance has on only casino hosting counties. The
variable LSAADJPC measures the effect oflocal share assessment revenue year per capita on the
county revenue vaiiable. The variable is found to be insignificant with a high P value (P>.69)
and has a positive coefficient of $1.85 indicating an increase of county revenues of $1.85 for
every 1 dollar of LSA revenue received. effect on county revenue in casino hosting counties.
Additionally, variables of casino employees per capita and the total gross tenninal revenues per
capita are added to the second model run and are found to have mixed significance. The
statistically insignificant (P>.58) coefficient for casino employees indicates a positive effect on
county revenue resulting in a $43,421 increase in county revenues for every 1 increase in the
number of casinos employees per capita. Total gross terminal revenues per capita adjusted for
inflation has a strong negative coefficient of $1.23 on county revenue for every $1.00 increase in
GTR per capita. Similar to the casino born factors the traditional economic factors had mixed
effects and significance when examining for impact on county revenues.
Table 21 also indicates the coefficients and the related significance of the economic
variable in the first second run of the regression analyses. No economic variable showed
statistical insignificance (P<. I). Specifically, per capita income adjusted for inflation has a
statistically significant effect on county revenues (P>.06) with a positive coefficient of $0.03.
The number of jobs in all sectors had a statistically significant impact on the model and
construction had a positive effect on county revenue with a $77,382 increase in county revenue
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for every l increase in the amount of construction jobs per capita. Manufacturing and retail jobs
were both found to have negative significance coefficients which indicated an increase in retail
jobs per capita decreased county revenues by $40,222. The model examines manufacturing and
finds a negative impact on county revenue with a decrease in revenues of $46,579 for every 1
increase in manufactmingjobs per capita. Table 21 lists results for testing a multitude of
distance-based variables in regards to impact on county revenues as well.
Table 21 adds in distance variables and finds significance (P<.1) in four out of the five
variables. Most significant of the distance variables was the variable DOOSPC (P<.O1) which
measures the distance to an out of state population center in miles. The coefficient for the out of
state population center is positive 92.97 which means for each additional mile from a casino
hosted in that county to an out of state population center county revenues increased by $92.97.
Similarly, DIS PC which measures the distance to an in-state population center is found to be
significant (P<.07) and has a negative coefficient of $27.00 The findings indicate that for every
additional mile from a casino hosting counties casino address to an in state population centers
city hall address revenues decreased by $27.00 per capita. Other interesting distance variable
findings surrounding distance to the other casinos are discussed next.
Distance from a Pennsylvania casino to other casinos was also found to have mixed
significance where significant was the in state casino distance (DIC, P<.02) and insignificant was
the out of state casino distance (DOOSC, P>.2). The coefficient for the distance to an instate
casino (DIC) is negative 24.19 which indicates that for every additional mile from an instate
casino to another instate casino resulted in county revenue decreasing by $24.19. Distance to an
out of state casino (DOOSC) has a coefficient value of positive 12.76 although as previously
mentioned, the finding is insignificant. Each additional mile from an in state casino to an out of
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state casinos resulted in a $ 12.76 increase in county revenues per capita. The last distance
variable explored was the distance to the state border.
Distance to the state border (DSB) which measured the distance from a casino hosting
counties registered casino address to the state border in air miles is found to have a significant
(P<.001) negative impact on county revenue with a coefficient of74.52. This finding means for
every additional air mile from a casinos address in a casino hosting county to the state border
there was a decrease in county revenue of $74.52 per capita. These findings help establish
conclusions to the following hypothesis;
83: There will be a positive relationship between a direct economic stream from a casino and

county tax revenues
H4: There will be a positive relationship between the number of employees a casino has and the

county tax revenues
HS: There will be a positive relationship between the amount of GTR a casino has and the

county tax revenues
H6: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino to the state border

and county revenues
H7: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino to the next nearest

in state population center and the county revenues
88: There will be a positive relationship between the distance from a casino to the next nearest

out of state population center and the county revenues
89: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino hosting county's

host casino address to the next nearest in state casino address and the county revenues
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HlO: There will be a negative relationship between the distance from a casino hosting county's

host casino address to the next nearest out of state casino address and the county revenues
This regression provides ample support for investigating and continuing to investigate the
distance variables in regards to casino hosting counties. The first applicable hypothesis, H3,
which aims to answer the impact of LSA on casino hosting county revenue is rejected as there
was a positive although insignificant impact on county per capita revenues for each additional
dollar of LSA received per capita. The size based hypotheses, H4 & H5, are each rejected as the
findings were that while the amount of casino employees positively affected casino hosting
counites, the impact was not found to be statistically significant and therefore H4 is rejected. The
size based hypothesis of H5 which looks at the effect of casino GTR on county revenues was
also rejected as the impact was found to be negative and significant. In totality the sized based
indicators provided a mixed result in both significance and in coefficients which leads to by H4
and H5 being rejected. Hypothesis that involve the distance-based variables are examined next.
Distance based hypothesis include H6-H 10 whereas the distance was from and casino
hosting counties home casino address to the indicated point of interest (border, population center,
casino). H6 is accepted whereas the distance to the state border increases the county revenues
decrease and the result was found to be significant. Hypothesis 7 and 8 investigate casinos
location to other casinos both out of and in state respectively as an impact factor on county
revenues. The findings indicate that H7 is rejected as the distance to an out of state casino has an
insignificant effect on revenues. Similarly, H8 is rejected as revenues decreased as distance to in
state casinos increases with the findings being significant. Hypothesis surrounding population
centers also are intriguing as in state (H9) and out of state (H 10) population centers had a
significant finding and were positive in both in and out of state instances in casino hosting
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counties. Specifically, H9 is rejected as the distance from a casino to an in state population center
increases there was an increase in the county revenues of casino hosting counties. Lastly, H 1O is
rejected as well as the distance from an instate casino to an out of state casino increased, casino
hosting county revenues decreased. Post estimation results are discussed next in an effort to
examine the results in regards to known issues with the hierarchal model (multicollinearity).

Post Estimation Results

Post estimation results focusing on the coefficient strengths and multicollinearity of the
independent variables are discussed next focusing on estimates made available via the pairwise
comparison of means and further a test of the variance inflation factor (VIF). A pairwise
comparison of means provides a Pierson correlation coefficient which in a most simple sense
measures strength of a linear relationship between variables, under which is a significance factor
and the amount of observations for that pair (Acock 2012). Table 22 "Pairwise Comparison of
Means" provided next identifies the significance values for all variables identifying with an
asterisk those variables that meet the significance threshold of this research which is . I.
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Table 22. Pairwise Comparison of Means
pwcorr COSRADJPC HOST BORDER LSAADJPC TOTALGTRADJPC CEPC MANPC RETPC PCINCADJ CONSPC DS8 CXXJSC DIC DISPC CXXJSPC, sig star (10)
COSRAD-C
COSRAOJPC

1 . 0000

HOST

-0.0438
0.1367

BORDER

LSAADJPC

HOST

BORDER LSAADJPC TOTALG--C

·0.0523' -0.0862•
0.07S7
0.0021

1.0000

0. 5684' · 0.0153
0 . 0000
0 .5849

1.0000

TOTALGTRAD-<

-0.0562"
0,0563

0. 8185' -0.0705'
0.0000
0.0118

0. 6850'
0.0000

1.0000

CEPC

-0.0539'
0.0672

0.6490' -0.0610'
0.0000
0.0295

0.4880•
0.0000

0. 7048'
0.0000

RETPC

PC INCADJ

CONSPC

MANPC

1.0000

• 0.0366
0.2139

MANPC

crPC

l.0000

0.1232' •0,1419· ·0.1029' -0.0763• -0. 1124' -0.1202•
0.0001
0.0000
0.0005
0.0104
0.0002 0.0001

1.0000

-0. 2250'
0.0000

0.0711' -0.0215
0,0163
0.4689

0.0394
0. 1840

0.0483
0.1032

0 . 0467
0 . 1152

-0.0412
0.1612

0. 3462'
0.0000

0.1538'
0.0000

0. 2395'
0.0000

0. 1410' - 0.0406
0.0000
0.1741

-0 . 1321 •
0.0000

0.0480
0. 1086

0.0464
0.1212

0.0434
0.1469

0.0244
0.4148

- 0. 368S"
0 . 0000

0.1562'
0.0000
- 0.0403
0 . 1783

0. 3724'
0.0000

DS8

· 0,1094
0. 2531

0 . 2388'
0.0112

0 ,0829
0. 3849

0.0499
0.601S

0.2789"
0.0029

CXXJSC

-0. 1109
0. 2455

0. 2390'
0.0111

0.3469'
0.0002

0. 2867'
0.0022

0 . 4669·
0.0000

DIC

-0.1103
0. 2490

0. 3191' -0.0087
0.0006
0.9271

0.0821
0. 3893

0. 7168'
0.0000

DISPC

·0.1612'
0.0911

0.1159
0.2236

0. 5127' ·0. 2215'
0.0000
0.0189

CXXJSPC

0.0038
0.9686

0. 3313•
0 . 0004

RETPC PCINCADJ
RETPC

0 . 2919'
0.0000

l.0000

CONSPC

- 0. 7720'
0 . 0000

0 . 0319
0.2861

CXXJSC

058

0.1584'
0.0953

CXXJSC

DIC

0. 5020'
0.0000

DISPC

0.4594" - 0. 2920'
0 . 0000
0.0018

1.0000

0.1817'
0.0S52

1.0000

0.2009' ·0. 542S' ·0.3091 •
0.0337
0.0000
0.0009

0. 5540•
0.0000

l.0000

DIC

0. 1375
0.1484

-0. 5055' -0.2453•
0.0000
0.0091

0. 2842'
0 .0024

0.6202'
0.0000

DISPC

0.0594
0. 5342

- 0 .1002
0. 2931

DOOSPC

0. 1630'
0.0860

1.0000

PCINCAOJ

DSB

CONSPC

·0.0382
0.6890

0.0912
0.3388

0 .2151• -0.6595' ·0.3321'
0.0228
0.0000
0.0003

- 0.1623., ·0.1342
0 . 0874
0.1582

0 . 6942'
0.0000

0.8006'
0 , 0000

1 . 0000

- 0 . 0795
0 . 4047

1.0000

0. 7819' -0.1810'
0 . 0000
0.0562

CXXJSPC
CXXJSPC

1.0000
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The table above assists on shedding light on the factor interactions in a linear sense. The
results are significant between numerous factors many of which mirror previous findings in the
hierarchical model. This research as it is interested in the interaction between county revenue and
casino factors focuses on those results first. The relationship between county revenues and
hosting or bordering a casino county were weak and negative in both instances with bordering
being the only statistically significant of the two. Similar to the physical casino born variables
(host and border), the fiscal casino born factor (LSA) was found also be negative and weak
although the relationship was not significant similar to the hosting factor. The size stream
measurement of casino employees (CEPC) and gross tem1inal revenue (TOTALGTRADJPC)
was also witnessed to have a weak negative correlation to county revenues and in both instances
met the statistical significance threshold of P<. l.
The pairwise correlation table also provides findings for the linear relationship between
distance-based casino born variables and county revenues. The strongest variable in this vein was
the distance to an in-state population center (DISPC) which had a weak negative relationship that
was statistically significant. Conversely the relationship coefficient between distance to the out
of state population center (DOOSC) was minute at best and insignificant (P>.1 ). The distance to
the state border (DSB) offered a decent sized negative coefficient as well when a linear
relationship was draw with county revenue although the significance was just above the
threshold of this research. Similar instances of higher significance values also trouble the
relationships drawn between county revenues and distance to casinos. Specifically, distance to
out of state casinos and distance to in state casinos had a negative coefficient that was above the
significance threshold of this research of. 1.
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The regression, through removing host and border in the final stage, does not provide an
analysis of the interactions between the distance-based variables and casino born variable host.
This elimination was by design however an analysis can occur given the completion of a
pairwise analysis. The pairwise analysis in Table 22 shows positive coefficients for all casino
hosting counties and distance based variables however it is important to note that all of the
coefficients are less than .11 and none of the coeffects are statistically significant (P>. l). This
finding, in conjunction with the finding that physical and fiscal factors as well as the sized based
factors were found to have significant coefficients with each other is cause for concern as the
variables then are inherently reliant on one other. These variable interaction findings are not
surprising as this is to say that there would be an inherent relationship between the variables
hosting and those that received LSA as one variable generally speaking can not exist with out the
other being present. This brings forth the next discussion on multicol1inearity.
Multicollinearity "is a condition of high or near perfect correlation among the
independent variables in a multiple regression equation" (Knoke, Bohrnstedt and Mee 2002,
480). While "researchers do not usually report whether they have examined their analyses for
multicollinearity problems or whether multicollinearity was found" this completes this extra step
out of caution (Thompson, et al. 2017, 81 ).The VIF uses output from the whole regression
analyses model to compute the probability of multicollinearity existing between variables
(Thompson, et al. 2017, 82). Generally speaking, "if this is more than 10 for any variables a
multicollinearity problem may exist" (Acock 2012, 269). The table below "Table 22 Post
estimation VIF" shows the post estimation results as a VlF.
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Table 23. Variance Inflation Factor
vif
Variable

VIF

1/VIF

DOOSPC
DSB
DIC
MANPC
CONSPC
DOOSC
TABLEGTRAD~C
PCINCADJ
RETPC
CE
LSAADJPC
DISPC

32.37
13 . 36
12.33
7 . 15
6 . 62
4.28
4.02
3.94
3.53
2.98
2 . 16
1.97

0.030896
0.074848
0.081131
0.139893
0.151135
0.233869
0.248779
0.253903
0.282945
0.335922
0.463396
0.506906

Mean VIF

7.89

Table 23 above identifies that casino born factor variables which measure the direct
fiscal , or indirect physical effects of casinos on county economies break through the critical
value of 10 as described in Acock (2012). The lowest based factor was 1.97 for distance to the in
state population centers and the highest VIF was 32.57 for out of state population centers
(DOOSPC). Distance based variables had mixed findings when examining the VIF finding for
multicollinearity. Specifically, variables that measured the distance from an in state casino to a
population center remained in a safe position as to remain clear of multicollinearity. The same
can not be said for DOOSC, DSB, and DIC which are distance based vaiiables measuring the
casinos distance to other casinos and state border which were all found to be beyond the critical
value of IO finding multicollinearity between the studies variables. The multicollinearity findings
curb this studies results and significance however the results are promising in some of the other
casino born factor variables such as LSA receipt.
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This chapter has laid forth the findings of the regression analysis whereas the data results
were associated to respective hypothesis. Specifically, the quantitative findings confirm none of
the casino born factor hypothesis in totality whereas all IO are ultimately rejected for a
multiplicity ofreasons. These reasons include insignificance in many cases and rnulticollinear
variables in some of the significant cases (distance variables). This is not to say that the research
did not have impact on the literature and topic but rather was overly reliant on sparse literature
from parallel study fields and overly rosy projections. The following chapter "Conclusion"
logically progresses through the findings nesting the results of this study in established literature
whereas the goal is answering the overarching question of "Do casino born factors effect county
economies?'.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Purpose
lt was the purpose of this research to investigate the research question "Do casino born

impact factors affect the local economy?". The research has extended the chain of knowledge on
the subject via investigating casino born variables in regards to county revenues in Pennsylvania.
Previous literature has indicated that "the impacts of [casino] gambling can vary considerably
between jurisdictions as impacts are strongly mediated by the... magnitude of the change in
[casino] gambling availability ... whether patrons and revenues are locally derived or come from
outside the [casino] jurisdiction ... the extent of [casino] gambling opportunities in neighboring
jurisdictions ... and how [casino] gambling revenue is ultimately distributed" (Williams, Rehm
and Stevens 2011 , 9).
It is a primary thought of this research that if casino factors can be better quantified, a
better practice guide may be had for government entities to enhance revenues from casinos.
Through use of a hierarchal regression model casino born impact factors of size, stream style,
and distance to the state border were selectively inserted and were found to have mixed
significance and impact on county revenue. Economically speaking, per capita income was the
strongest economic variable added and had a positive coefficient in the equation. As the income
of the citizenry increased there was an increase in the revenues of the county which indicates that
as people get richer so do local governments. As intuition leaned, the impact of jobs on revenues
was mixed in both significance and in correlation. This could be due to nwnerous reasons most
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namely a structural tax base difference. Counties, unlike states and federal governments receive a
plurality of revenue from local real estate tax imposition. Future research could employ this
factor rather than employment based variables for revenue based research. This chapter further
interprets the casino findings and extends the results to be generalized and positioned in the
literature previously established throughout this work. The chapter first discusses economic
findings then findings relative to hosting and bordering followed by size and finally distance
based casino factors .

Hosting, Bordering, and Fiscal Impact

This research investigated direct and indirect fiscal casino impact on county revenues in
Pennsylvania. Existing literature indicated that the revenue generated from casinos accounted for
tens of millions of dollars to the hosting town (Ackerman 1997). This research found hosting a
casino was not fiscally beneficial to a county in terms of total revenue and the results are found
to be insignificant. The research findings come counter to existing research which tested the
physical effect of casinos, by measuring economic impact based in part on physically hosting a
casino. Specifically, Cotti (2008) found positive economic results in terms of jobs at the county
level as did Hicks (2014) when measming in this hosting facet. While thi s research is not
interested in the economic impact on per capita income, the results led this research to anticipate
incorrectly a positive impact on the county revenues when the county hosted a casino. The null
findings in conjunction with the insignificance issues ultimately leads this research the identify
that hosting a casino in not a statistically significant factor affecting county revenue in
Pennsylvania. While no more large-scale casinos are proposed in Pennsylvania, new "mini
casino" sites are still up for bid and results can be transferred to other casino bidding processes.
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The effect of neighboring a casino on county revenue was found to have a negative
impact on county revenue in the state of Pennsylvania. Previous literary evidence found that
casino bordering locations also were positively economically impacted although with mixed
significance in the Midwest (Hicks 2014). The findings of this research indicate that when
regressed with size, and other stream style variables, bordering a casino had a detrimental impact
to the revenue of a county given negative coefficients. The findings continued from the initial
regression and when merged with the statistical significance finding creates a strong argument
for not wanting a casino to border your county. Casino impact is further studied via the question
as to whether a casinos impact was more prevalent when a casino directly impacted the
economies via direct fiscal cash injections (LSA).
Direct fiscal impact was examined as a separate independent casino born factor as impact
was thought to most likely to be witnessed through receipt of LSA. Casinos impact by a direct
fiscal revenue stream to the county economy did not produce a statistically significant difference
in tenns ofrevenues in Pennsylvania. The negative and insignificant research findings
surrounding a direct fiscal impact falls against previous research completed by French and
Stanley (2004) and Ozurumba (2009) who examined whether direct fiscal revenues (revenue
sharing) makes a difference finding with Nichols, Tosun and Yang (2015) stating that ''casinos
operating in counties with revenue-sharing legislation are associated with positive and significant
increases in per capita general revenues" (748). Other research in the veins of casino size and in
casino distance to another casino found more affirmable results surrounding casino impact and
are discussed next.
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Size

This research found that the size of a casino, whether it be measured by the GTR, or, by
the number of employees the casino employs, does not have a positive impact on county
revenues in Pennsylvania. The number of employees was previously researched qualitatively in
tenns of labor and revenue by Benar and Jenkins (2008). The research indicated that "in such
tourist destinations [sic] much of the labor employed by the casinos are often sourced from
abroad [and] in this situation the economic benefits of casinos in the economy will be through
the tax revenues obtained by the government from the activity" (Benar and Jenkins 2008, 64).
Pennsylvania has the plurality of its casino workers come from within the state as indicated by
yearly reports, however we do not know if the employees live in the casino hosting county. The
previous quote gets at the heart of whether the money or the people mattered in tenns of revenue.
One of the main interests of this research was whether casino size made an impact on
county revenue in terms of employees. Philander, Bernhard, et al. (2015) identify a negative
relationship when casino impact is examined using the number of employee' s however the
impact is measured on GTR while this research examined county revenue. Results of this study
are similar to existing literature. Research found that as the number of casino workers decreased
so did the amount ofrevenue however the results are ultimately not significant (Philander,
Bernhard, et al. 2015). The results were much more significant when measuring casino size was
changed to a unit measuring size in terms of GTR which is discussed next.
When examining the impact of GTR, the study found a relationship that was negative in
all statistical runs which indicated that as the casino profited more, the county did poorer in
Pennsylvania. Existing research parallel to this topic (tying GTR to the number of games) finds
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that as there are more games there is more revenue (Walker and Nesbit 2014). While this
research did not entertain the same variables, the concept of more equaling more did not hold
from subject to subject. As the negative result was paired with a statistically significant finding,
the data used by this research indicates that in the case of casino GTR and county revenue;
bigger is not better. The distance-based variables discussed next offer convincing results which
are both significant intuitive.

Distance

Literature has discussed the need for distance to be measured with Grinols and Mustard
(2001) putting it most succinctly; "distance benefits have been little studied, even though they
constitute an primary direct benefit of casinos" (49). This research examined if county revenues
are impacted when the markets are expanded beyond the local with the addition of the variables;
distance to the state border, and distance to the next nearest out of state population center.
Previous research has indicated that ''in the absence of sufficiently large local markets, casinos,
in order to survive, must expand their markets beyond local boundaries" (Gaze) 1998, 78). The
results of this study provide traction of the advancement of research in this vein as the findings
indicated a negative relationship between casino hosting county distance to the state border and
county revenue. This is to say that as the distance to a state border increased, county revenue
decreased in Pennsylvania. The findings of this research support the general notion that there is a
benefit to placing a casino in proximity to a state boundary.
Another mechanism to measure the expansion of the casino's catchment area from local
to interjurisdictional is measuring in terms of distance to the next nearest out of state population
center, as this research completes. The findings of this research indicated counterintuiti vely that
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there is a positive relationship between casino hosting county revenues and the distance to an out
of state population center. As the distance from a casino hosting county's home casino address
location to an out of state population centers location increased there was a subsequent increase
in county revenue in Pennsylvania. While there is not literature specifically tackling distance to
out of state population centers impact on county revenues, the findings of this work would come
counter to the established literature of parallel research topics. In a monetary fashion, Buck, et al.
( 1991) investigated property values finding that as casinos become closer in drive time, property
values also increased. Property values and government revenues are inherently intertwined given
state tax code. Counter to Buck et al. (1991) this research explored monetary impact on county
revenue, not the impact on property values. The results of this work would support the idea of
placing a newly approved casino further away from an out of state major population center.
Revenue decreases were also found when distance to an in-state casino or in-state
population center increased in Pennsylvania. While no literature existed for this topic, the
distance decay illuminated by the aforementioned two findings did come counter to the
established literature completed by Repetti and Jung (2014) who found that there is a negative
relationship between the addition of casinos and the relationship between revenues. This research
differed from the established literature as this research examined the impact of casino distance to
another casino on county revenues unlike previous research which examined the phenomenon by
measuring the impact of casino distance on casino slot revenues (Repetti and Jung 2014). In
Pennsylvania, this would indicate that slots located in the major metropolitan areas generally
outperform those more remote casino locations and this research would generally support placing
prospective casinos near in state population centers.
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Future Study
Casino Type

d'Hauteserre (2000) finds that, in relation to casino planning, "one of the difficulties in
economic management is choosing a strategic plan that will ensure continued success, even when
the initial advantage no longer exists or the favorable market position is challenged" (25).
Pennsylvania legislation lists economic growth via revenue and tourism as two of the primary
objectives of casino gaming legalization, which can be equated to a strategic plan. The type of
casino (resort, racino, or stand alone) is expected to have an impact on economic indicators;
however there is only a single study which queries this topic specifically (Alvarez-Martinez and
Lahr 2016). Placed in other terminology, the reason for customers visiting a casino establishment
affects the economic conditions and can be used as a revenue maximizing technique. This is to
argue; if an ideal type of casino is instilled in the local economy a greater amount of revenue will
be cycled which a county can tax, thus resulting in a casino having more economic impact on
counties.
In Pennsylvania there are three different types of casinos identified by the Gaming
Control Board. There are destination casinos, a casino that has thoroughbred/harness horse
racing, or a resort type casino. There are 6 racinos, 3 destination casinos, and 3 resort style
casinos. Defined:
I . Racinos have live or simulcast horse racing available as well casino gaming

2. Destination casinos only have casino gaming as the primary draw where there are no
other external shopping or leisure options with the exception of inexpensive eateries.
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3. Resort casinos are casinos which have leisure (golf, ski, spa, etc.) activities available
or where the casino is the center pin of a shopping complex.
Differentiation on this level has been well established, albeit under researched. Beginning
with the National Gambling Impact Study (1999) (NGISC), the casino and horse racing industry
was first separated as independent gaming factors that may play a role in the economic benefit or
harm to the casino cities examined. No significant results or specifics were set forth by the
NGISC (1999) which primarily investigates the racing industry dec1ine and the decline of its
respective clientele (2-12). Other more recent studies such as Ahn and Back (2018) have
examined the difference in the degree of services offered at resort style casinos. Overall the idea
that "developing integrated resorts helps boost the local tourism, creating jobs, and providing the
benefit from competitive tourism market" is a trend in the recent literature (Ahn and Back, 94).
Commercial stand-alone casinos are not distinguished from racinos or resort casinos currently by
the literature although Alvarez-Martinez and Lahr (2016) make a concerted effort in a simulation
study. The findings were that machine only casinos would economically outperform resort style
casinos in a northern New Jersey simulation model (Alvarez-Martinez and Lahr 20 I 6, 253 ).
This research made an earnest effort to document more fully casino born factor impact on
revenues. The whole of the study found confonnational and contradictory results in the data
which amount to a negligible advancement on the niche topic. The greatest impact in topical
advancement was that of the findings that impact county revenue was at times impacted by the
distance of its casino to state borders, as well as population centers and casinos for casino
hosting county cases. In the highest sense, the work provides an introductory framework from
which future research may advance the topic forward in the distance and style direction.
Situational placement of casinos appears to be a factor worthy of subsequent research. Placing
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casinos closer to a state border, or to other instate population centers and casinos would be a
logical presumption gathered from this research. As additional data becomes available the
research can better unify around a set of best practices to implement casino gaming into
economies.
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APPENDICES
A.
County Class

Class

Population

Counties

First Class

1,500,000 or more

Philadelphia

Second Class

800,000 to 1,499,999

Allegheny

Second Class A

500,000 to 799,999

Bucks, Delaware, Montgomery

Third Class

210,000 to 499,999

Berks, Chester, Cumberland,

Dauphin, Erie, Lackawanna, Lancaster, Lehigh, Luzerne, Northampton, Westmoreland, York
Fourth Class

145,000 to 209,999

Beaver, Butler, Cambria, Centre,

Fayette, Franklin, Monroe, Schuylkill, Washington
Fifth Class

90,000 to I 44,999

Adams, Blair, Lawrence, Lebanon,

Lycoming, Mercer, Northumberland
Sixth Class

45,000 to 89,999

Armstrong, Bedford, Bradford,

Carbon, Clarion, Clearfield, Clinton, Columbia, Crawford, Elk, Greene, Huntingdon, Indiana,
Jefferson, McKean, Mifflin, Perry, Pike, Somerset, Susquehanna, Tioga, Venango, Warren,
Wayne
Seventh Class

20,000 to 44,999

Juniata, Snyder, Union, Wyoming

Eighth Class

Less than 20,000

Cameron, Forest, Fulton. Montour.

Potter, Sullivan
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B.

Gambling Index 2007-2017

Pennsl'.lvania Counn:
Adams
Allegheny
Armstrong
Beaver
Bedford
Berks
Blair
Bradford
Bucks
Butler
Cambria
Cameron
Carbon
Centre
Chester
Clarion
Clearfield
Clinton,
Columbia
Crawford
Cumberland
Dauphin
Delaware
Elk
Erie
Fayette
Forest
Franklin
Fulton
Greene
Huntingdon
Indiana
Jefferson
Juniata
Lackawanna
Lancaster
Lawrence

3=casino22=border21=neither
l
3
1
2
2
l
3
2

1
2
2
1

1
2
2
2
3
3
1
3
2

l

1
2
1

1
2
2
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Lebanon
Lehigh,
Luzerne
Lycoming
McKean
Mercer
Mifflin
Monroe
Montgomery
Montour
Northampton
Nmihumberland
Perry
Philadelphia
Pike
Potter
Schuylkill
Snyder
Somerset
Sullivan
Susquehanna
Tioga
Union
Venango
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Westmoreland
Wyoming,
York

2
2

3

3
3
I
3
2
2

3
I
2
]

1
I
1

1
2
3

1
2
2
2
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C.
North American Industry Classification Index Definitions

Construction -The Construction (NAJCS) sector comprises establishments primarily engaged

in the construction of buildings or engineeiing projects (e.g., highways an utility systems).
Establishments primaiily engaged in the preparation of sites for new construction and
establishments primarily engaged in subdividing land for sale as building sites also are included
in this sector.
Construction work done may include new work, additions, alterations, or maintenance and
repairs. Activities of these establishments generally are managed at a fixed place of business, but
they usually perfonn construction activities at multiple project sites. Production responsibilities
in this sector are usually specified in (I) contracts with the owners of construction projects
(p1ime contracts) or (2) contracts with other construction establishments (subcontracts).
Manufacturing - The Manufacturing NAICS sector comprises establishments engaged in the

mechanjcal, physical, or chemical transformation of materials, substances, or components into
new products. The assembling of component parts of manufactured products is considered
manufacturing, except in cases where the activity is appropriately classified in Sector 23,
Construction.
Establislunents in the Manufacturing sector are often described as plants, factories, or mills and
characteristically use power-driven machines and materials-handling equipment. However,
establislunents that transfonn materiaJs or substances into new products by hand or in the
worker's home and those engaged in selling to the general public products made on the same
premises from which they are sold, such as bakeries, candy stores, and custom tailors, may also
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be included in this sector. Manufacturing establishments may process materials or may contract
with other establishments to process their materials for them. Both types of establishments are
included in manufacturing.
Personal Income - Consists of the income that persons receive in return for their provision of

labor, land, and capital used in current production as well as other income, such as personal
current transfer receipts. In the state and local personal income accounts the personal income of
an area represents the income received by or on behalf of the persons residing in that area. It is
calculated as the sum of wages and salaries, supplements to wages and salaiies, proprietors'
income with inventory valuation (IVA) and capital consumption adjustments (CCAdj), rental
income of persons with capital consumption adjustment (CCAdj), personal dividend income,
personal interest income, and personal current transfer receipts, less contributions for
government social insurance plus the adjustment for residence.
Retail - The Retail Trade NAICS sector comprises establishments engaged in retailing

merchandise, generally without transformation, and rendering services incidental to the sale of
merchandise.
The retailing process is the final step in the distribution of merchandise; retailers are, therefore,
organized to sell merchandise in small quantities to the general public. This sector comp,ises two
main types of retailers: store and nonstore retailers.
0.

Store retailers operate fixed point-of-sale locations, located and designed to attract a high volume of walkin customers. In general, retail stores have extensive displays of merchandise and use mass-media
advertising to attract customers. They typically sell merchandise to the general public for personal or
household consumption, but some also serve business and institutional clients. These include
establishments, such as office supply stores, computer and software stores, building materials dealers,
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plumbing supply stores, and electrical supply stores. Catalog showrooms, gasoline stations, automotive
dealers, and mobile home dealers are treated as store retailers.

In addition to retailing merchandise, some types of store retailers are also engaged in the
provision of after-sales services, such as repair and installation. For example, new automobile
dealers, electronic and appliance stores, and musical instrument and supply stores often provide
repair services. As a general rule, establishments engaged in retailing merchandise and providing
after-sales services are classified in this sector.
2. Nonstore retailers, like store retailers, are organized to serve the general public, but their
retailing methods differ. The establishments of this subsector reach customers and market
merchandise with methods, such as the broadcasting of "infomercials," the broadcasting and
publishing of direct-response advertising, the publishing of paper and electronic catalogs, doorto-door solicitation, in-home demonstration, selling from portable stalls (street vendors, except
food) , and distribution through vending machines. Establishments engaged in the direct sale
(nonstore) of products, such as home heating oil dealers and home delivery newspaper routes are
included here.
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D.
LSA Counties (2007-2018)

Penns):'.lvania Counn:
Adams
Allegheny
Armstrong
Beaver
Bedford
Berks
Blair
Bradford
Bucks
Butler
Cambria
Cameron
Carbon
Centre
Chester
Clarion
Clearfield
Clinton
Columbia
Crawford
Cumberland
Dauphin
Delaware
Elk
Erie
Fayette
Forest
Franklin
Fulton
Greene
Huntingdon
Indiana
Jefferson
Juniata
Lackawanna
Lancaster
Lawrence

0 = No LSA~ 1 = LSA Recei(!t

0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Lebanon
Lehigh
Luzerne
Lycoming
McKean
Mercer
Mifflin
Monroe
Montgomery
Montour
Not1hampton
Northumberland
Perry
Philadelphia
Pike
Potter
Schuylkill
Snyder
Somerset
Sullivan
Susquehanna
Tioga
Union
Venango
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Westmoreland
Wyoming
York

0
I
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
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E.
County Revenue and Casino Born Factor Best Fit Graphs

County Revenue and Casino Born Factor Best Fit Graphs
Revenue and LSA
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